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ABSTRACT 
EVALUATING THE LINKAGES BETWEEN TECHNOLOGICAL STRATEGIES 
AND COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES OF BUSINESS UNITS 
IN DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS: 
A U.S./CANADA CONTRAST 
SEPTEMBER 1991 
SANJIV S. DUGAL, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF DELHI 
M.A., DELHI SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
M.B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: A. Elliot Carlisle 
The links between technological and competitive strategies 
strategies of business units (BUs) trying to achieve a competitive edge 
in the market have recently drawn a considerable amount of attention. 
Current research recognizes the strategic nature of technology itself 
and suggests that business managers have to understand their 
technological environments before they can gain any substantial 
competitive advantage. This study provides a structural framework for 
empirical research into the relationship between a business unit's 
technological strategy and its competitive strategy, in the context of 
its technological environment. 
Using the Profit Impact of Market Strategy (PIMS) Data Base, a 
sample of 3,336 business units in the U.S. and Canada are 
cross-classified into stable, fertile and turbulent technological 
vn 
environments and by the three stages (growth, mature and decline) of 
their product life-cycle. 
Analysis of variance is applied to a set of variables in an exploratory 
attempt to determine response patterns of five Technological Strategy 
variables (dependent variables) in each of six Strategic Configurations 
(independent variables). The research attempts to examine the links 
that emerge between Technological Strategy and Competitive Strategy 
variables, in the context of BUs' technological environment and stage 
of product life-cycle. 
The sample is divided into U.S. and Canadian business units to 
explore any significant differences in competitive positioning between 
the two countries. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
This research examines the link between competitive strategy and 
technological strategy for a business unit (BU), and compares those 
linkages for BUs across different technological environments. We are 
linking a BU's technological responses to its competitive position, and 
contrasting the results of those responses for BUs under different 
technological environments. Our study examines the change in the link 
between technological response and competitive position for BUs in 
different technological environments. 
Recent studies (Ali, et al., 1990; Abernathy and Clark, 1985; 
Butler, 1988) have emphasized the importance of the link between 
competitive strategy and technological strategy for a business trying to 
create a competitive edge in its market. To formulate one type of 
strategy without taking into full consideration the other, can prevent 
the business from achieving the desired competitive advantage. 
The challenge for managers trying to integrate competitive strategy 
with technological planning lies in perceiving their business as a 
subset within a larger technological context (Mitchell, 1985). Recent 
research recognizes the strategic nature of technology and suggests that 
business managers have to understand the technological environments they 
operate in before they can gain any substantial advantage (Ansoff, 1984; 
Collier, 1983; Friar and Horwitch, 1985). 
This study tests previous hypotheses on the aforementioned links 
through empirical research. The study is unique because it tests these 
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hypotheses within a theoretical framework for distinguishing BUs' 
technological environment. We recognize that the technological 
environment of a business is in itself a major competitive factor and 
therefore has important strategic implications. 
Research Problem 
To gain a unique competitive position in its environment, a BU makes 
choices which ipso facto link all the dimensions of its competitive 
strategy and technological strategy. The theoretical development and 
empirical research on these links does not appear to capture the 
complexity of the relationships involved. 
First, the interest of previous researchers remains focused on one 
aspect of the technological dimension with either one or more dimensions 
of competitive strategy. For instance, Abernathy and Utterback (1978), 
Schott and Muller (1975), and DeBresson and Lampel (1985) relate the 
product/process technological mix to differentiation and delivered cost 
position of the firm. The technology portfolio is related to 
differentiation and delivered cost by Fusfeld (1978), and to the 
product/market breadth by Meyer and Roberts (1986). Wright (1986) 
relates all three generic strategies of Porter (1985) to technical 
leadership. The intensity of R&D investment is related to 
differentiation strategy and delivered cost position by Hambrick et al. 
(1983) and Tassey (1983), and to the product/market breadth by Wright 
(1986). 
Second, the competitive position that a BU adopts is some 
configuration of Porter's (1985) three strategic dimensions, viz.. 
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differentiation position, focus position, and delivered cost position. 
The situation is not an either/or. Empirical research (Dess and Davis, 
1984; White, 1986) has established that firms simultaneously use both 
cost leadership and differentiation strategy as competitive weapons in 
one or more of their targeted product/market segment. 
Third, the separate dimensions of cost, differentiation and focus, 
tend to be a continuum ranging from low to high, and a BU can position 
itself anywhere along each continuum (Cristman, Hofer and Boulton, 1988; 
Wernerfelt and Karnani, 1984; Hill, 1988). Using appropriate criteria, 
BUs can be classified as either highs or low levels on each dimension 
(i.e., low and high differentiation, narrow and broad focus, and 
low/high cost), making eight possible strategic configurations. A BU 
expending effort along the three strategic dimensions will belong to one 
of the eight strategic configurations. We describe a BU's competitive 
position by its particular strategic configuration which is tantamount 
to contrasting it with the strategic configuration of other BUs. And 
BUs in one strategic configuration have a high or low technological 
response in contrast to the technological response of BUs in another 
strategic configuration. A BU's competitive position, as well as its 
technological response, have relevance when both competitive position 
and technological effort are seen relative to other BUs. For instance a 
differentiation strategy is relative to a BU having high product 
differentiation in contrast to a BU having low product differentiation. 
Similarly, a BU's R&D intensity is low or high relative to BUs in other 
competitive positions. 
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Finally, firms often view technology as another functional 
capability, vying for resources with other elements of the 
organization. Technology is perceived as a subset of business. When 
the perception is one of technology as a subset of business, the firm's 
technological strategy consists of the technology related aspects of R&D 
management and technological innovation (Baker and Sweeney, 1978; Gold, 
1983; Graham, 1986; Horwitch and Prahalad, 1976; Miller, 1984; 
Utterback, 1982), new product development (Cooper, 1984; Shrivastava and 
Souder, 1985), and new process development (Bessant, 1982; Butler, 1988; 
Schott and Muller, 1975; Schroeder, 1988). 
However current research (Ansoff, 1984; Mitchell, 1985) recognizes 
the strategic nature of technology itself and suggests that business 
managers have to understand their technological environments before they 
can gain any substantial competitive advantage. 
Significance of the Problem 
We need to develop models which link external factors with 
appropriate internal responses. Such an approach has been supported by 
Day (1984); Hambrick (1983); Phillips, Chang and Buzzell (1983); and 
Miller (1988). Our research is in the same direction. We are 
attempting to link a firm's technological responses to its competitive 
position in the context of its technological environmental 
preconditions. 
A contingency approach to strategy is most clearly depicted in the 
structure-strategy-performance paradigm (Bain, 1956; Caves, 1980; 
Porter, 1981; Rumelt, 1974). Porter (1980), implies that the efficacy 
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of generic strategies may be dependent on industry structure. Murray 
(1988) shows the bilateral nature of a firm's relationship with its 
environment and the strategic implications of these external factors. 
Murray argues that empirical investigations on the generic strategic 
concept (Dess and Davis, 1984; Hambrick, 1983a, 1983b; Miller and 
Friesen, 1986a, 1986b; Phillips, Chang and Buzzell, 1983; White, 1986) 
are not comparable, and their results are contradictory. He suggests 
(p. 396) that Porter's generic strategy concept can be clarified by 
linking each strategy to a set of environmental preconditions. A BU has 
no a priori reason to adopt a single generic strategy. The strategy a 
business finally effects must be linked to its external environment. 
The significance of our research is that, when examining the link 
between competitive strategy and technological strategy, we recognize 
the technology-environment interaction. Technology in BUs is influenced 
by the environment, particularly through its influence on input and 
output activities and on the types of technology adopted by the BU 
(Rousseau, 1979). By recognizing the technology-environment 
interaction, the open systems concept of technology allows us to 
distinguish BUs by their different technological environments. 
Describing the technological environment from such a perspective becomes 
a useful method for analyzing competitive strategies of BUs, because the 
technology-environment interaction in an open systems perspective 
includes the role of managers making technological choices among 
strategic alternatives (Montanari, 1978). 
From an open systems technology perspective, since the product 
embodies the technology, one may appropriately distinguish the 
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environment by the nature of the products. In our research design the 
Demand-Technology-Product Life-Cycles (Ansoff, 1984, p.l03) forms the 
theoretical basis for distinguishing technological environments into 
"stable", "fertile" and "turbulent." The underlying assumption is that 
technologies move through life cycles, just as industries and products 
do (Abernathy, 1978; Ford and Ryan, 1981). The 
Demand-Technology-Product Life-Cycles depict BUs producing their 
distinct products (embodying technology), and operating at different 
stages of their product life-cycles, as determined by the demand for 
their product in the served market. We distinguish BUs not on the basis 
of their industry, but on the technology embodied in their product. The 
embodied technology creates a turbulent, fertile or stable environment. 
Our research design is a cross-sectional view of the 
Demand-Technology Life-Cycle, which is viewed as a static picture at a 
particular time period. Thus in each of the technological environments, 
a cross-section of BUs would be operating at different stages of their 
product life-cycle. Using the PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Studies) 
Data Base, a sample of 3,336 BUs in U.S. and Canada are cross-classified 
into stable, fertile and turbulent technological environments and by the 
three stages (growth, mature and decline) of their product life-cycle, 
creating nine cells. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is applied to a set 
of strategic variables in an attempt to determine patterns between five 
Technological Strategy variables (dependent variables) and six 
Competitive Strategy variables (independent variables) for the sample of 
BUs in each of the nine cells. The analysis examines the links that 
emerge between the Technological Strategy variables and the Competitive 
strategy variables for BUs in the context of their technological 
environment. 
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In conclusion, current research considers the intricate 
possibilities that can exist between Porter's three generic strategies, 
by linking each strategy to a set of environmental preconditions. By 
taking a similar approach, we are not concerned with deriving a typology 
for generic strategies between successful and unsuccessful firms, but 
more with characterization of the strategic links between two kinds of 
strategies, across BUs operating under different sets of environmental 
preconditions. 
This research proposes that a BU operates in a technological 
environment which is the outcome of past strategic decisions, creating 
competitive forces which may be described as stable, fertile and 
turbulent. These forces cut across different industries. This research 
seeks to ascertain any commonalities in competitive positioning among 
BUs, operating in these three different technological environments. To 
clarify traditional strategic thinking and to test conventional wisdom 
requires an empirical study . 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
This chapter reviews the literature pertaining to associations among 
the common dimensions of strategic content and the more detailed aspects 
of a BU's technology and the environment in which it operates. We 
expect certain common relationships between strategy, technology and 
environment to reflect some underlying theme. Our general contention 
will be not only that a high level of a given strategic dimension 
correlates with a high or low level of a given technological dimension, 
but that a change in this relationship is associated with a change in 
the environment. We are suggesting both a static and dynamic 
alignment. We stop short, however, of reviewing how the anticipated 
relationships of strategy, technology and environment may be necessary 
or sufficient for success. For the success or failure of BUs in any 
typology in question, could be due to factors associated with 
organizational structure and strategy implementation. 
The classifications of strategies per se have been illustrated by 
Galbraith and Schendel (1983), Hambrick {1983b), Miller and Friesen 
(1977, 1980), Porter (1980), and Wissema, Vander Pol and Messer (1980). 
The classification of BUs based upon their environment can be found in 
the works of Duncan (1972), Emery and Trist (1965), Hambrick {1983a), 
and Anderson and Zeithaml (1984). And a similar approach to classify 
BUs based upon technical considerations is found in the works of Ansoff 
and Stewart (1967), Freeman (1974), Miller, A. (1988), and Miles and 
Snow (1978). 
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To make sense of an overwhelming mass of conflicting findings, we 
will review research on strategy, technology and environment under the 
following sections: Environment and Strategy Link; Technological 
Strategy and Environment Link; and Technological Strategy and 
Competitive Strategy Link. 
Environment-Strategy Link 
Researchers have studied the association between strategy and 
structure (Chandler, 1962; Chamon, 1973; Rumelt, 1974), and between 
environment and structure (Burns and Stalker, 1961; Thompson, 1967; 
Perrow, 1970). The contention that there is also a need to match 
strategy and environment has been supported in the works of previous 
researchers (Cooper and Schendel, 1976; Hofer, 1975; Glueck, 1976; Paine 
and Anderson, 1977; Rumelt, 1974; Utterback, 1979). More recently, a 
few studies have related the content of strategies to BUs' environments 
(Hambrick, 1983a; Jauch, Osborn and Glueck, 1980; Miller and Friesen, 
1983). Strategy formulation for a BU has a strong relationship with its 
environment and has been referred to as the "third link" by Miller and 
Friesen (1983). However, most results are tentative and we are still 
unsure of how best firms might achieve this link (Jauch, Osborn and 
Glueck, 1980).^ 
Traditional contingency literature suggests that environment can and 
should influence strategy (Burns and Stalker, 1961; Dess and Beard, 
1984; Hambrick, 1983b, 1985; Miller and Friesen, 1984; Zaltman, Duncan 
and Holbek, 1973). For example, a strategy of innovation and marketing 
differentiation are typically more necessary in dynamic and uncertain 
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environments (Burns and Stalker, 1961; Porter, 1980). And strategy, in 
turn, can influence environment by causing a firm to gravitate toward 
customers with particular preferences, and inviting retaliation in kind 
from competitors (Lenz, 1981). Probably both causal directions interact 
in an iterative, dynamic process. 
Environment Definition 
The literature offers little concrete guidance as to which 
dimensions of the environment would be most important when formulating 
strategy for a BU. However, looking at other fields like industrial 
economics and organizational theory, we find that their interest in 
defining the environment has less to do with strategy formulation and 
more with organizational structure and process. In industrial 
economics, relevant environmental dimensions have included variables 
like concentration ratios and barriers to entry. With the notable 
exceptions of Harrigan (1980) and Porter (1980), most such dimensions 
have been applied for public policy issues and not to aid in strategy 
formulation. Similarly in organization theory, environmental dimensions 
of uncertainity, dynamism, homogeneity, munificence, and complexity have 
been established. But these variables have been used primarily to 
predict organizational structure and process, not strategy. 
Hofer (1975), in his initial study, provides some ideas about which 
environmental variables might be important in strategy formulation. He 
describes fifteen environmental dimensions and categorizes them under 
the following: economic conditions; demographic trends; sociocultural 
trends; political/legal factors; and supplier variables. 
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However, most of Hofer's dimensions, like age distribution of the 
population and life-style changes, are difficult to operationalize and 
is economically not feasible to gather data on a scale meaningful for 
research. 
Lawrence (1981) established a framework with two environmental 
dimensions viz., strategic uncertainty and resource tension.^ He used 
this two dimension framework to integrate disparate literatures in 
industrial economics, population biology. Miles and Snow's (1978) 
typology, Mintzberg's (1979) typology, and his own earlier work 
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). 
Hambrick (1983) synthesized the dimensions set forth by Lawrence 
(1981) in an attempt to classify environments empirically. Using 
cluster analysis on the PIMS data base, he identified eight 
environmental types, using ten environmental variables: industry 
concentration, frequency of customer's purchase, dollar importance of 
product to customers, per cent of industry sales from new products, cost 
pressure, product sophistication, industry vulnerability, exports, 
demand instability, and market share instability. 
Hambrick's research is a variation of Miller and Friesen's (1977, 
1980) concept of archetype boundaries. The environmental boundaries are 
so established as to be mutually exclusive. That is, no business can 
belong to more than one type. Each environment type has its defining 
characteristics. Hambrick achieves parsimony in describing the 
environment by deriving a concise typology of settings in which 
different strategies eventually could be tested toward a contingency 
approach. 
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Miller (1988) assessed the environment using measures of dynamism, 
unpredictability, and heterogeneity. The first two were combined into 
an overall uncertainty dimension. Similarly, Covin and Slevin (1989) 
examine the overall strategic orientation of small manufacturing firms 
in hostile and benign environments. They investigate the effective 
strategic responses to environmental hostility among these firms.^ 
Miller (1988), and Covin and Slevin (1989), concentrated on narrowly 
defined parts of an environment rather than on overall industry 
parameters. They could only gauge this by assessing managers' 
perceptions of their actual target markets (Dess and Beard, 1984). 
Perceived measures are also expected to have the strongest associations 
with business strategy since perceptions are all that strategists have 
to act on (Bourgeois, 1980; Miller and Friesen, 1984). 
Both approaches (Miller, and Covin and Slevin) challenge the views 
of Porter (1980) and others who maintain that different strategies can 
be used to compete quite successfully in the same industrial environment 
(Lenz, 1981; Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980). If environment is 
taken to be the whole industry of which a firm is a member, the 
assertion may be true. But if environment means specific target niches, 
with given levels of dynamism and unpredictability, the statement is 
questionable. Their findings seem to support Miller and Friesen's 
(1984) notion of gestalts, i.e., significant associations between 
strategy and a target environment, with the underlying proviso that the 
management's perception of the environment is important. 
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Strategy: Concepts and Typolooies 
One can yiew strategy as an artful alignment of enyironment, 
resources and values (Andrews, 1971). Such a view discourages model 
building as it allows for no generalizations. Another view is that a 
limited number of strategic archetypes capture the essence of most BUs' 
competitive postures. Porter's (1980) typology of generic strategies 
(cost leadership, differentiation, and focus) seems especially useful, 
because it builds on previous findings and it is appropriately broad, 
but not vague. 
Porter's typology fits with that of Miles and Snow (1978), also 
prominent in recent literature. Their typology has a single underlying 
dimension: the business's willingness to alter its products and 
markets. A "prospector" who innovates early in the face of 
product/market opportunities is pursuing a particular type of 
differentation strategy. A "defender" exploits stability in the form of 
low cost (cost leadership), product quality (another form of 
differentiation), or some combination of competitive strategy. The 
typologies are not incompatible, rather their juxtaposition indicates 
the complex configurations of options, and the difficulty in trying to 
classify such options concisely. 
A differentiation strategy creates a product or service that 
customers see as unique (Porter, 1980). This is achieved either through 
product innovation or intensive marketing and image management (Miller, 
1986). Miles and Snow's (1978) "prospectors" and Miller and Friesen's 
(1984) "SIB adaptive firms" and "S5 innovators" pursue strategies of 
innovative differentiation. Miller and Friesen's (1984) "SIA adaptive 
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firms" and "S3 mature giants" pursue strategies of marketing 
differentiation. These strategies are especially useful in a dynamic 
and uncertain environment (Hambrick, 1983a; Hofer and Schendel, 1978; 
Porter, 1980). In stable and predictable environments, where customers 
want a standard product at the lowest price, innovation is often not 
needed; it represents a costly luxury (Miller and Friesen, 1984). 
Cost leadership requires firms to become the lowest cost producers 
in an industry (Porter, 1980). Miles and Snow's (1978) "defenders" and 
Hambrick's (1985) "efficient misers" and "cost leaders" pursue this 
strategy. Users of this strategy confront the least environmental 
unpredictability and change. 
Focus strategy caters to a specialized segment of a market i.e., a 
certain kind of customer, a limited geographical area, or a narrow range 
of products (Porter, 1980). A broad strategy generally requires a firm 
to consider heterogeneity in customer and competitor behavior in its 
target markets. 
A focus strategy allows a depth of knowledge of both customers and 
competitors that leads to greater predictability. However, many 
narrowly focused firms are operating in highly unpredictable settings, 
and broad or unfocused firms are operating in extremely predictable 
settings (Miller, 1986). For example, in the 1960s, Control Data 
Corporation operated in a highly focused, but notoriously turbulent 
segment of the mainframe computer business. Thus strategic breadth is 
not expected to correlate with environmental unpredictability. 
15 
Technological Strategy-Environment Link 
The emergence of technology as a strategic dimension is a recent 
phenomenon in strategic management literature. Technology has 
traditionally been treated as a subject separate from strategy, 
involving issues around R&O management. Moreover, while such activities 
as new product development, process improvement, or overall 
technological innovation form part of technological strategy, they have 
not usually encompassed the key aspects of strategy formulation. The 
1980s have been characterized by a new attitude based on the recognition 
that technology is a strategic asset and needs to be managed accordingly 
(Frohman, 1980). 
The technological strategy-environment link is all the more critical 
because boundaries between hitherto distinct industries and market 
segments are no longer clear as the result of technological change 
(Wyman, 1985). For example, the rapid rate of advance of 
microelectronics is shortening the life of many products through out a 
wide range of markets. Consequently in the formulation of business 
strategy, a BU must characterize technical trends. Often the issue 
which is most frustrating and difficult to resolve for a BU concerns the 
degree to which technical emphasis should be targeted merely to support 
the existing strategies of the business, as opposed to providing 
opportunities for significant change (Mitchell, 1985). 
Technological Strategy Definition 
■Technology strategy is, in essence, that set of activities by which 
management chooses its technological activity, allocates the resources 
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for its technological undertakings, and structures the overall context 
for the development and maintenance of the technological resources that 
support the long-term strategic direction of the firm" (Friar and 
Horwitch, 1985). 
This definition of technological strategy is consistent with both an 
open systems view (Katz and Kahn, 1978) and an engineering view of 
technology (Hancock, Macy, and Peterson, 1978). In the open systems 
view, technology in organizations is greatly influenced by the 
environment, particularly through its influence on input and output 
activities and on the types of technology adopted by the organization 
(Rousseau, 1979). Although theorists have recognized the 
technology-environment relation, researchers have only recently begun to 
assess technology in terms of the critical energy exchanges between a 
business's technological strategy and its environment. 
The relationship of the environment to the business's technology is 
perhaps the most crucial technological issue facing managers today. 
Technology today is widely thought to reflect a strategy the 
organization uses to deal with its environment (Newman, 1971; Wieland 
and Ullrich, 1976). As a manifestation of strategy, technology reflects 
a choice about the appropriate ways of providing a product or service. 
Technology is not a given. It reflects choices made by managers. 
Moreover, market conditions, costs, and competition influence the 
feasibility of various alternatives (Rousseau, 1979). 
The technological environment in a larger societal sense, has been 
discussed by Katz and Kahn (1978) as an environmental influence on the 
organization and its choice of technology. This influence works 
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primarily through the perceptions of managers as to what they consider 
appropriate technologies for their organizations. However, little 
research exists on how managers acquire information regarding available 
technologies. 
In sum, the technological environment shapes the technology of the 
organization in at least two ways: through the strategic relationship of 
the environment to input-output activities and through the effect of 
management's perception of the technological environment on 
technological choice. 
Technological and Competitive Strategies Link 
The links between technological strategies and competitive 
strategies have recently received wide interest from researchers 
(Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Frohman, 1985; Lawless, 1987; Mitchell, 
1985; Porter, 1985). For the purpose of this review we attempted to see 
what research had been done between the dimensions of technological 
strategy and the dimensions of competitive stratey. 
The dimensions of competitive strategy reviewed earlier in this 
chapter were differentiation position, focus strategy, and delivered 
cost position. The dimensions of technological strategy idenified by us 
are six in number viz, product/process mix; order of market entry; R&D 
intensity; level of proprietorship; technology portfolio; and 
development time for new products. 
Product/Process Mix 
The choice of technology for a BU is seldom a clear choice between 
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product development or process improvement as the two are often 
inextricably mixed, where one drives the other. Therefore, the 
product/process mix can be seen as a continuum, with a BU having 
emphasis on product development or process improvement (Buffa, 1984; 
Galbraith and Schendel, 1983; Sahal, 1981; Williams, 1983). 
Order of Market Entry 
In an environment which is uncertain due to market demand, a BU has 
a technological choice to be a market leader or a follower. For example 
the strategic decision affected by the uncertain level of market demand 
in the future is whether to build a new plant or not, where the new 
plant is restricted by technology (Ketteringham and White, 1984; 
Maidique and Patch, 1982). If a BU's functional competencies are 
strongest in technical idea generation, that suggests a strategy of 
"market technical leader" (Frohman, 1980). Such a strategy puts 
emphasis on technical superiority. It requires technical advances which 
give the products a technical and timing edge over competition. Three 
factors that determine the choice of whether to be a technology leader 
of follower are: sustainability of the technology lead, first-mover 
advantages, and first-mover disadvantages (Porter, 1985). 
R&D Intensity 
Empirical research has repeatedly shown R&D intensity to be 
positively related to technical output (Kamien and Schwartz, 1975; 
Maidique and Hayes, 1984; Mansfield, 1981; Old, 1982). 
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Level of Proprietorship 
The levels of external versus internal development of technological 
capability has been studied extensively (Collier, 1986; Foster and 
Pryor, 1986; Frohman, 1985; Galbraith and Kazanjian, 1983; Rosenthal, 
1984; Scarpello, Boulton, and Hofer, 1986). External sources of 
technology include licences, relationships with academic or contract 
research organizations, and vendors. 
Technology Portfolio 
The technology portfolio describes the set of product and process 
technologies in which the BU has invested. The set of technologies have 
been classified as base, key, and pacing (Ketteringham and White, 1984; 
Meyer and Roberts, 1986; White and Graham, 1978). Base technology is 
the common technology of the industry and does not generally provide a 
competitive advantage to a BU. Key technology is technology of the 
moment and provides a basis for competitive advanntage. This technology 
is in the growth stage of its life-cycle. Pacing technology, also 
referred to as "emerging" or "leading edge" (Hamilton, 1985), is new 
technology, that may replace the current key technology and provide the 
future basis of competitive advantage. 
Development Time for New Products 
The timing of introducing new products in the market is a crucial 
factor in the strategy of BUs, especially when customers are highly 
knowledgeable of technological changes in the product (Ketteringham and 
White, 1984). 
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To review the entire research mapped out would be quite difficult, 
as the approaches are disparate and more often than not fall outside the 
framework we have adopted. In Table 1, we attempt to map out the 
research conducted on the dimensions of competitive strategy and 
technological strategy and the links between them. Most research links 
one technological strategy dimension with one or more competitive 
strategy dimensions. This often does not capture the complexity that 
exists between the two sets of dimensions. For example, Abernathy and 
Utterback (1987), Schott and Muller (1975), and DeBresson and Lampel 
(1985) explore the delivered cost position and the differentiation 
dimension of competitive strategy with the product/process mix. 
However, they do not link it to the other dimensions of technological 
strategy. Nevertheless, a BU's ability to compete on a low cost and a 
differentiation strategy hinges directly with the other dimensions of 
technological strategy. 
Focus strategy, first introduced by Porter (1980), was further 
refined to include broad versus narrow focus by Dess and Davis (1984), 
Hambrick (1983), Karnani (1984), Miller (1986), and Wernerfelt and 
Karnani (1984). Except for one empirical study (Meyer and Roberts, 
1986) and one theoretical study (Wright, 1986), no linkages have been 
made between the focus strategy dimension and most of the technological 
strategy dimensions. However, a BU's ability to pursue a focus strategy 
interacts in a significant way with its strategy to be a leader or 
follower in the market and in its product/process mix. 
Many of the studies discussed recognise the need for an integrative 
framework for a BU's competitive and technological strategies 
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TABLE 1 
RESEARCH ON THE LINKAGES BETWEEN COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL STRATEGIES 
Product/Process Mix and Differentiation 
Position 
Abernathy & Utterback (1987) 
Schott & Muller (1975) 
De Bresson I Laropel (1985) 
Product/Process Mix and Delivered Cost Position 
Abernathy & Utterback (1987) 
Schott & Muller (1975) 
De Bresson & Lampel (1985) 
Product/Process Mix 
Uilliaips (1983) 
Technology Portfolio and Differentiation 
Position and Delivered Cost Position 
Fusfeld (1978) 
Technology Portfolio and Focus Position 
Myer & Roberts (1986) 
Technology Portfolio 
Kalish & Li lien (1986) 
Cooper (1984) 
Madique & Hayes (1984) 
Foster (1986) 
Williams (1983) 
Mitchell (1985) 
Ketteringham & White (1984) 
Order of Market Entry and Differentiation 
Position and Delivered Cost Position 
Wright (1986) 
Lawless (1987) 
Order of Market Entry and Focus Position 
Wright (1986) 
Order of Market Entry 
Hoffmann (1976) 
Petrov (1982) 
Porter (1985) 
Mitchell (1985) 
Karicharan I Kazanjian (1987) 
Level of Proprietorship 
Hamilton (1985) 
Horwitch (1986) 
Friar t Horwitch (1985) 
Galbraith & Kazanjian (1983) 
Collier (1983) 
Ansoff (1984) 
R&D Intensity and Differentiation Position 
and Delivered Cost Position 
Hambrick et al. (1983) 
Tassey (1983) 
R&D Intensity and Focus Position 
Wright (1986) 
R&D Intensity 
Mansfield (1968) 
Old (1982) 
Tassey (1983) 
Development Time for New Products 
Ketterinham & White (1984) 
Differentiation Position and Delivered Cost 
Position 
Aaker (1984) 
White (1986) 
Wernerfelt & Karnani (1984) 
Dess & Davis (1984) 
Galbraith & Schendel (1983) 
Hall (1980) 
Karnani (1984) 
Hambrick (1983) 
Miller (1987) 
Miller (1988) 
Focus Position 
Wernerfelt & Karnani (1984) 
Dess & Davis (1984) 
Galbraith & Schendel (1983) 
Hambrick (1983) 
Miller (1987) 
Miller (1988) 
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(Malekzadehf Bickford, and Spital, 1989). However, no framework 
considers all the dimensions of technological strategy and links them 
simultaneously with the dimensions of competitive strategy. 
Conclusion 
In general, the results of previous studies trying to match 
strategy, technology and environment indicate the complexity of the task 
at hand. However, there are several points of importance to this review 
should be noted. 
(1) Many variations exist of each strategic archetype and businesses 
form strategic configurations or gestalts. To some extent, the 
nature of the environment will affect the array of configurations 
each strategy can take. 
(2) Today science guides the invention process. As a result, every 
major technological breakthrough triggers off a competitive race in 
which technology is continuously improved and applied to uses other 
than those for which it was originally intended. Consequently, 
discriminating the environment of a BU on the levels of technology 
based on specific technological niches makes more sense than on 
industry parameters. 
(3) The findings seem to support the notion of gestalts or strategic 
configurations. In other words, strategy, technology and 
environnment should be closely alligned. The research integrating 
technological strategy and competitive strategy has generally not 
taken the technological milieu into consideration. 
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(4) The classification of the environment generally hinges upon 
competitive dimensions ranging along a continuum from stable to 
dynamic, and from predictability to heterogeneity. However, when 
discussing technological strategies, the environment is seldom 
classified along technological dimensions. 
(5) A taxonomical approach has the advantage of allowing construction of 
configurations from diverse elements of the phenomena at hand, where 
each configuration represents some common attributes. Once 
identified, each configuration can be tested and extended by 
researchers, with their preferred set of variables for viewing 
organizations. 
In conclusion, only a limited number of strategic configurations can 
be found in most environments, but each environment has its own key 
success factors. To contribute toward a contingency model of strategy 
would seem possible by looking at strategic types across different kinds 
of technological environments. 
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ENDNOTES 
^The third link is in the context of the two popular links 
researched in the field viz., between strategy and structure, and 
between environment and structure). 
^Strategic uncertainty is a function of: number of competitive 
variations, array and variability of customer preferences, amount of 
information generated in the task environment, ignorance about 
cause/effect relationships, number of relevant environmental variables, 
and the interdependence of variables. Resource tension roughly equates 
with life-cycle stage (the later the stage, the greater the tension), 
raw material scarcities, customer impacts, competitive intensity, and 
governmental factors. 
^Covin and Slevin (1989) define hostile environments as 
characterized by precarious industry settings, intense competition, 
harsh, overwhelming business climates, and the relative lack of 
exploitable opportunities. Benign environments are those which provide 
a safe setting for business operations due to their overall level of 
munficence and richness in investment and marketing opportunities. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The research design is based upon a two-way cross-classification 
(Figure 1, below) of a sample of BUs by their technological environment 
(stable, fertile, and turbulent) and the stage of their product's 
life-cycle (growth, maturity and decline). 
Tachnological Environment 
Flgrura 1 
Cross-Classiflcatiion in Rasaarch Dasign 
Technology in BUs is influenced by the environment, particularly 
through its influence on input and output activities and on the types of 
technology adopted by the BU (Rousseau, 1979). By recognizing the 
technology-environment interaction, the open systems concept of 
technology^ allows us to distinguish BUs by their different 
technological environments. Describing the technological environment 
from such a perspective becomes a useful method for analyzing 
competitive strategies of BUs, because the technology-environment 
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interaction in an open systems perspective includes the role of managers 
making technological choices among strategic alternatives (Montanari, 
1978). 
In our research design the Demand-Technology-Product Life-Cycles 
(Ansoff, 1984, p. 103) forms the theoretical basis for distinguishing 
the three technological environments into "stable", "fertile" and 
"turbulent."^ The underlying assumption is that technologies move 
through life cycles, just as industries and products do (Abernathy, 
1978; Ford and Ryan, 1981). From an open systems technology 
perspective, since the product embodies the technology, one may 
appropriately distinguish the environment by the nature of the 
products. The Demand-Technology-Product Life-Cycles depict BUs 
producing their distinct products, and operating at different stages of 
their product life-cycle curves, as determined by the demand for their 
product in the served market. 
The cross-classification of BUs in Figure 1, is a cross-sectional 
view of the Demand-Technology Life-Cycle, which may be viewed as a 
static picture at a particular time period. Thus, in different 
technological environments, a cross-section of BUs would be operating at 
different stages of their product life-cycle and their relative 
competitive position. 
The Model 
Within each of the nine cells in Figure 1, the BU makes choices 
which ipso facto link all the dimensions of its competitive strategy and 
technological strategy. The dimensions used in our model are shown in 
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Figure 2. The technological strategy dimensions are: product 
technological emphasis versus process technological emphasis; leader 
versus follower in order of market entry; high versus low R&D intensity; 
high versus low technological proprietorship; and high versus low 
development time for new products. 
The dimensions of competitive strategy are based on Porter's generic 
strategies, viz., a differentiation position, a delivered cost position, 
and a product/market breadth position. Since the three competitive 
strategy positions represent strategy dimensions, not "generic" 
strategies (Porter, 1980), all of the dimensions operate simultaneously 
to form a BU's competitive strategy. Given the three dimensions, and 
assuming each dimension is a continuum, we partitioned the BUs in our 
sample by two levels (high and low) on each of the three dimensions 
(i.e., narrow/broad focus, low and high differentiation, and low and 
high cost), making eight possible strategic configurations. Strategic 
configurations (SC), described in Table 2, consist of choices made among 
the dimensions of competitive strategy. 
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TABLE 2 
STRATEGIC CONFIGURATIONS 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
Low Difft. Hioh Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. 
Low Cost SC:1 SC:2 SC:3 SC:4 
Hiah Cost SC:5 SC:6 SC:7 SC:8 
SC:1 A low differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a 
narrow focus. 
SC:2 A high differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a 
narrow focus. 
SC:3 A low differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a 
broad focus. 
SC:4 A high differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a 
broad focus. 
SC:5 A low differentiation position, high delivered cost, and a 
narrow focus. 
SC:6 A high differentiation position, high delivered cost, and a 
narrow focus. 
SC:7 A low differentiation position, high delivered cost, and a 
broad focus. 
SC:8 A high differentiation position, high delivered cost, and a 
broad focus. 
Within the set of possible strategic configurations, the low 
differentiation and high cost configuration is undesirable in terms of 
market and financial performance (Hall, 1980; Karnani, 1984). 
Therefore, in our research we consider only six strategic 
configurations, viz., SC:1, SC:2, SC:3, SC:4, SC:6, and SC:8. 
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Our research is designed to explore what combinations or linkages 
between the technological strategy dimensions and the six strategic 
configurations are consistent with the technological environment and the 
BU's product life-cycle stage. 
Research Question 
To what extent do the links between technological and competitive 
strategy differ for BUs in different technological environments? More 
specifically, how do the links between technological and competitive 
strategy change as the technological environments vary from turbulent to 
fertile to stable, and life-cycle stage varies from growth to mature to 
decline? 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses in our study center upon the linkages between each 
strategic configuration (competitive strategy dimensions) and the 
technological strategy dimensions. Recall that this is an exploratory 
study of the linkage between each technological strategy dimension and 
the six strategic configurations. 
The fundamental assumption of our hypotheses linking competitive and 
technological strategies is that there are main effects and interactive 
effects. The main effects are defined herein as the effect of each 
competitive strategy position, e.g., high differentiation, upon each 
technological strategy dimension, e.g., the product-process 
technological mix. 
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The interaction effects take place when all competitive strategy 
dimensions are allowed to vary at the same time to form a particular 
strategic configuration. It is the effect of each strategic 
configuration upon the technological strategy dimension. 
The main effects can be predicted and supported by existing 
literature, but the interactive effects are hard to predict and form the 
exploratory part of our research. Working from the main effects, we 
formulate our hypotheses which relate to our research questions. 
High Differentiation Position. A BU pursuing a competitive strategy 
of high differentiation would require a technological strategy which 
emphasizes leadership in market entry (Rosenbloom and Abernathy, 1982), 
high investment in R&D (Kamien and Schwartz, 1975; Mansfield, 1981), 
high proprietorship (Porter, 1980; Rubinger, 1985), and low development 
time for new products (Ketteringham and White, 1984). We are unable to 
hypothesize the effect on the product-process technological mix from 
previous research. The emphasis of this technological dimension is 
influenced to a large extent by the competitive environment of the BU. 
Either a product or a process emphasis could occur with a high 
differentiation position. 
Low Delivered Cost Position. With a low cost competitive strategy, 
a BU would be expected to be a follower or an imitator rather than a 
leader in the market place (Mansfield, 1981). Low proprietorship of 
technology is appropriate in this situation. However, low cost strategy 
does not imply no proprietorship of technology, but only that it is 
expected to be less in comparison to BUs following a high 
differentiation strategy. Further, relatively low levels of R&D 
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expenditure are expected given technology followership and low 
proprietorship. We are unable to hypothesize the effect on 
product-process technological mix. Low delivered cost position may be 
achieved through emphasizing investment in process technology, or it 
could be achieved through product technology advances that lead to the 
use of less costly material or fewer parts. Nor is it possible to 
predict the expected development time for new products. 
Broad Focus Position. A BU following a broad focus competitive 
strategy emphasizes a broad product line and positions itself for 
achieving high volume. It is therefore expected to have an emphasis on 
process technology relative to product development (DeBresson and 
Lampel, 1985; Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979). The implication is not that 
product technology ceases to be of importance but only one of degree. 
We are unable to predict the other main effects of the technological 
strategy dimensions as they are contingent upon the internal situation 
and external environment of the BU. 
Table 3 summarizes the above discussion of the main effects of 
competitive strategy positions on technological strategy dimensions. 
The blank spaces in the table show that no main effects could be 
hypothesized. 
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TABLE 3 
MAIN EFFECTS BETWEEN COMPETITIVE STRATEGY DIMENSIONS 
AND TECHNOLOGICAL STRATEGY DIMENSIONS 
Technological 
Strategy Dimensions Comoetitive Strategy Dimensions 
High Differentiation Low Cost Broad Focus 
Product/Process Mix -- Process 
Market Entry Leader Follower 
R&D Intensity High Low 
Proprietorship High Low 
Develooment Time Low 
Deriving Our Hypotheses. The main effects are those relationships 
that one would expect by holding constant all competitive strategy 
dimensions except the competitive position being considered. However, 
since the three competitive strategy positions represent strategy 
dimensions, not "generic" strategies, all the dimensions operate 
simultaneously to form a BU's overall competitive strategy, that is, its 
strategic configuration. However, what if a BU's strategic 
configuration emphasizes both high differentiation position and low 
delivered cost position? Clearly, Table 3 indicates a conflict on the 
dimensions of technology strategy. If there is a conflict, we 
hypothesize that the "higher" level of technology strategy is 
necessary. For instance, in a situation where pursuing high 
differentiation and low cost competitive strategy dimensions would call 
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for both technology leadership and technology followership, leadership 
would be necessary. In the above example, we would also hypothesize 
that this configuration would require high proprietorship and high R&D 
intensity. 
From the main effects we derive the following expected emphases on 
each of the technological dimensions for the six strategic 
configurations. 
Product Rather than Process Emphasis 
BUs in the following strategic configurations which can be expected 
to have an emphasis on product development rather than process 
development: 
1. SC:1. BUs pursuing a low differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a narrow focus. 
2. SC:2. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a narrow focus. 
/ 
3. SC:6. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, high delivered 
cost, and a narrow focus. 
Process Rather than Product Emphasis 
BUs in the following strategic configurations can be expected to 
have an emphasis on process development rather than product development: 
1. SC:3. BUs pursuing a low differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a broad focus. 
2. SC:4. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a broad focus. 
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3. SC:8. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, high delivered 
cost, and a broad focus. 
Market Leadership. High R&D Intensity. High Proprietorship, and Low 
Development Time 
BUs in the following strategic configurations can be expected to 
have an emphasis on market leadership rather than being followers, high 
rather than low R&D intensity, high rather than low proprietorship, and 
low rather than high development time for new products: 
1. SC:2. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a narrow focus. 
2. SC:4. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a broad focus. 
3. SC:6. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, high delivered 
cost, and a narrow focus. 
4. SC:8. BUs pursuing a high differentiation position, high delivered 
cost, and a broad focus. 
Market Followers. Low R&D Intensity. Low Proprietorship, and High 
Development Time 
BUs in the following strategic configurations can be expected to 
have an emphasis on being market followers rather than leaders, low 
rather than high R&D intensity, low rather than high proprietorship, and 
having high rather low development time for new products: 
1. SC:1. BUs pursuing a low differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a narrow focus. 
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2. SC:3. BUS pursuing a low differentiation position, low delivered 
cost, and a broad focus. 
BUS within each of the six strategic configurations (SC:1, SC:2, 
SC:3, SC:4, SC:6, SC;8) expend some effort along each of the five 
technological strategy dimensions. The average effort expended by BUs 
on a technological dimension In a particular SC, Is high or low relative 
to the average effort expended by BUs In another SC. In the formulation 
of our hypotheses we depict this comparison by SC 1:2. BUs In strategic 
configuration 1 expend more effort, on an average, on a particular 
technological dimension, than BUs In strategic configuration 2. 
Similarly for SC 2:1, BUs In strategic configuration 2 expend more 
effort, on an average, on a particular technological dimension, than BUs 
In strategic configuration 1. The SC represented by the first numerical 
has greater effort on a technological dimension than the SC represented 
by the second numerical. In Table 4, we get thirty possible 
combinations of SCs where one SC expends more effort on a technological 
dimension than another. 
TABLE 4 
STRATEGIC COflFlGURATlOfi C0>1£IhATJ0>15 
SC1:2 
SC1:3, SC2;3 
SC1:4, SC2:4, SC3:4 
SC1:6, SC2:6, SC3:6, SC4:6 
SC1:8, SC2:8, SC3:8, SC4:8, SC6:8 
SC2:1 
SC3:2, SC3:1 
SC4:3, SC4:2, SC4:1 
SC6:4, SC6:3, SC6:2, SC6:1 
SC8;6, see:*. SC8:3, SC8:2, SC8:1 
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The hypotheses we are testing In our exploratory irK)del are the 
following: 
HI: In a stable/fert11 e/turbulent technological environment, a BU In 
Its growth/mature/decline stage and from a strong/weak competitive 
position has greater product emphasis rather than process emphasis In 
Hla: SC1:2 (or SC2:1), SC1:3, SC1:4, SC1:6 (or SC6:1), SC1:8 
Hlb: SC2:3, SC2:4, SC2:6 (or SC6:2), SC2:8 
Hlc: SC4:3 (or SC3:4) 
Hid: SC6:3, SC6:4, SC6:8 
Hie: SC8:3 (or SC3:8), SC8:4 (or SC4:8) 
H2: In a stable/fert11 e/turbulent technological environment, a BU In 
Its growth/roature/declIne stage and from a strong/weak competitive 
position Is a leader In Its market rather than a follower In 
H2a: SC2:1, SC2:3, SC2:4 (or SC4:2), SC2:6 (or SC6:2), SC2:8 (or SC8:2) 
H2b: SC4:1, SC4:3, SC4:6 (or SC6:4), SC4:8 (or SC8:4) 
H2c: SC6:1, SC6:3, SC6:8 (or SC8:6) 
H2d: SC8:1, SC8:3 
H2e: SC1:3 (or SC3:1) 
H3: In a stable/fert11 e/turbulent technological environment, a BU In 
Its growth/roature/declIne stage and from a strong/weak competitive 
position has a high R&D Intensity rather than a low R&D Intensity In 
H3a: SC2:1, SC2:3, SC2:4 (or SC4:2), SC2:6 (or SC6:2), SC2:8 (or SC8:2) 
H3b: SC4:1, SC4:3, SC4:6 (or SC6:4), SC4:8 (or SC8:4) 
H3c: SC6:1, SC6:3, SC6:8 (or SC8:6) 
H3d: SC8:1, SC8:3 
H3e: SC1:3 (or SC3:1) 
H4: In a stable/fertlle/turbulent technological environment, a BU In 
Its growth/roature/declIne stage and from a strong/weak competitive 
position has a high proprietorship rather than a low proprietorship In 
H4a: SC2:1, SC2:3, SC2:4 (or SC4:2), SC2:6 (or SC6:2), SC2:8 (or SC8:2) 
H4b: SC4:1, SC4:3, SC4:6 (SC6:4), SC4:8 (or SC8:4) 
H4c: SC6:1, $C6:3, SC6:8 (or SC8:6) 
H4d: SC8:1, SC8:3 
H4e: SC1:3 (or SC3:1) 
H5: In a stable/fertile/turbulent technological environment, a BU In 
its growth/roature/declIne stage and from a strong/weak competitive 
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position has a low development time for new products rather than a high 
development time in 
H5a: SC2;1, SC2:3, SC2:4 (SC4:2), SC2:6 (or SC6:2), SC2:8 (or SC8;2) 
H5b: SC4:1, SC4:3, SC4:6 (or SC6:4), SC4:8 (or SC8:4) 
H5c: SC6:1, SC6:3, SC6:8 (or SC8:6) 
H5d: SC8:1, SC8:3 
H5e: SC1:3 (or SC3:1) 
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ENDNOTES 
^Technology is commonly defined as the process of converting 
input into output, through the use of knowledge, tools, techniques, and 
actions (Perrow, 1967; Rousseau, 1979; Ketteringham and White, 1984; 
Daft, 1986). This definition goes beyond the "production function" 
concept by introducing the technology-environment interaction in an open 
systems perspective. The open systems perspective, treats technology as 
an input-conversion-output mechanism and thereby recognizes the 
qualitatively different types of activities that make up the work-flow 
in organizations and the interdependence among these activities 
(Rousseau, 1979). Despite the role of input and output activities in 
technology, past assessments of technology in organizations have been 
oriented in terms of the conversion process alone, particularly by the 
degree of automation in an engineering sense. The closed systems 
approaches to technology ignore the multiple phases of activity that 
characterize technology, the interdependence among the levels at which 
these activities occur, and the dependence of technology on the 
environment. 
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Diagram 1: Stable Technological Environment 
Diagram 1 demonstrates a longitudinal view of firms in an 
environment which has a "stable" long lived technology, which remains 
basically unchanged for the duration of the product's demand 
life-cycle. The Demand Life-Cycle, describes the evolution of demand of 
a product or service from the day of its inception. The 
Demand-Technology Life-Cycle describes the demand for the 
product/service based on a particular technology. Inside the 
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Demand-Technology Cycle, are shown successive Product Life-Cycles based 
on the technology which originally served the demand. 
Diiigfim 2: Fertile Technological Environment 
Diagram 2 represents a "fertile" technological environment. The 
distinguishing feature from a stable technological environment is in the 
frequency of product changes, as indicated by the number of Product 
Life-Cycle curves PI, P2, P3, P4. Here too the basic technology is long 
lived, but products proliferate, offering progressively better 
products. R&D in product development becomes a critical factor for 
success. Firms are under constant pressure to innovate, and the Product 
Life-Cycles are relatively short. 
Diagram 3: Turbulent Tcchnolof icjl EnvgonmeTH 
Sale* 
of New 
Product 
Time 
(AmntI, 19*4 p, 103) 
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Diagram 3 depicts a "turbulent" field of technology, where one or 
more basic technology substitutions takes place within the life span of 
the Demand Life-Cycle. This is shown as Tl, T2, and T3, and the 
declining curves represent technologically obsolete products. The 
situation is further aggravated when technology is both fertile and 
turbulent. If R&D becomes committed to competing over product 
proliferation, it may constitute an obstacle to a firm's transition to 
the new technology. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 
In order to test our hypotheses, data must be available on the 
technological environment, product life-cycle, competitive position of 
the BU, competitive strategy variables and technological strategy 
variables for a large number of BUs. The Strategic Planning Institute's 
PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Strategy) Research Data Base contains this 
information and offers the further advantage of having been developed 
from a well structured and proven questionnaire. The data base 
designated the PIMS Competitive Strategy Research Data Base (January 
1988), is a 1ine-of-business data base describing business units and 
their served markets. It was considered particularly appropriate for 
the following three reasons. 
(a) In our study, the unit of observation is a BU. If the product 
embodies the technology that a business uses, then our unit of 
observation must be "distinguished by its distinct set of products or 
services that it provides to an identifiable group of customers, and for 
which a meaningful study of revenues, operating costs, investments and 
strategic plans can be made" (PIMS definition of the BU). 
(b) The definition of the served market of a BU narrows down to 
include only product categories and customer groups identified by the 
embodied technology. This excludes product categories and customer 
groups that may be served by the BU's competitors as their products 
would embody different technologies. The PIMS Data Base is 
distinguished precisely by such a definition of the served market, 
making it particularly suitable for this research. In essence, the PIMS 
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served aarket is equivalent to a market segioent rather than a total 
market. If a number of segments are sold to, they are combined into one 
served market. Segments not sold to are excluded from the definition. 
(c) The market definition avoids the usual problem of 
diversification noise when industry definitions are used. Market 
competitors are observed at the level of the Blls serving the market, not 
at the level of the entire company. 
Each record in the data base represents a single BU, and contains 
500 variables which have been constructed from the data collected on the 
PIMS Data Forms. The variables selected from the PIKS Data Base in this 
study (see Appendix A) have been classified under the following: 
Technological Environment Variables; Product Life-Cycle Variables; 
Competitive Strategy Variables; and Technological Strategy Variables. 
Technological Environment Variables 
Recently, Miller (1988), and Murray (1988) investigated the 
relationship of Porter's generic strategies to the environment of the 
BU. Miller shows that to achieve competitive advantage, a BU must 
integrate not only its competitive strategy with its technological 
objectives, but also match the environment in which it operates. In the 
aforementioned study. Miller assesses the environment using measures for 
dynamism, unpredictability, and heterogeneity. In our study, using the 
PIMS Data Base, we distinguish those BUs experienced "recent major 
technological change" (PIMS Data Base), and describe these units as 
operating in a turbulent technological environment (Appendix A). 
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The fertile technological environment is distinguished by BUs which 
have had "no major technological change in the last five years" (PIMS 
Data Base). They include, however, "frequent product changes by way of 
product improvements, product line extensions, style changes and new 
products" (PIMS Data Base). The fertile technological environment draws 
upon the distinction made in the literature between marketing 
differentiation and differentiations through product innovation 
involving new technologies and product improvements resulting in greater 
uncertainty in the market place (Miller, 1988; Miller and Friesen, 
1984). Our categorization of BUs in a fertile technological 
environment, describes differentiation through product innovation, and 
includes BUs which have introduced product changes seasonally, annually, 
or periodically at intervals longer than one year (PIMS Data Base). 
The stable technological environment includes BUs which have not 
experienced any major technological change in the recent past, nor have 
experienced any product change except sporadically, with no regular nor 
periodic pattern of change (PIMS Data Base). 
Product Life-Cvcle Variables 
The PIMS Data Base distinguishes BUs by the of their product 
life-cycle into growth, maturity and decline. Business units in their 
growth stage have demand for their product growing at 10% or more 
annually in real terms. In their mature stage. BUs' real growth ranges 
between 0% and 10%. In the decline stage. BUs' real growth is negative. 
We are applying a cross-sectional design to the Product Life-Cycle 
concept, which is a longitudinal concept. This necessitates the 
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assumption that any observed differences in the strategy variables would 
be similarly evident in a longitudinal within-business design (Thorelli 
and Burnett, 1981). 
Researchers have emphasized the importance of other factors in 
addition to the product's life stage, when formulating strategy (Enis, 
et al., 1977; Hofer, 1975). They focus on such factors as environmental 
variables (competition, consumer taste) or business characteristics 
(type of technology, size of the firm, and nature of the product). Some 
authors (Harrigan, 1980; Thorelli and Burnett, 1981) have conducted 
empirical studies which integrate the elements of environment and 
business-related characteristics into one state of the Product 
Life-Cycle framework. 
Competitive Strategy Variables 
From the work of previous researchers who have used the PIMS Data 
Base (Dess and Davis, 1984; Galbraith and Schendel, 1983; Heaney, 1983; 
Thietart and Vivas, 1984; Thorelli and Burnett, 1981; Vararajan, 1985; 
Yip, 1985) we identified the competitive strategy and technological 
strategy variables to represent our strategic dimensions. These 
dimensions and their constructs are shown in Figure 3. 
Focus Strategy 
Three categorical variables from the PIMS Data Base (Appendix A) 
were used to construct the focus strategy dimension. In the first 
variable, viz., "trend in end user concentration" (XI), BUs with 
increasing concentration, were apportioned to narrow focus, and those 
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with decreasing concentration to broad focus. The second variable, 
viz., "relative number of customers" (X2), BUs having customers fewer 
than leading competitors were apportioned to narrow focus, and BUs 
having customers more than leading competitors were apportioned to broad 
focus. The third variable, viz., "relative breadth of product line" 
(X3), BUs having a product line narrower than leading competitors were 
apportioned to narrow focus, and BUs having a product line broader than 
leading competitors were apportioned to broad focus. 
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Differentiation Strategy 
The following six variables were used to construct the 
differentiation strategy dimension; 
1. "Relative level of new product activity" {X4); A scalar variable 
measuring the percentage of new products relative to the BU's 
competitors. The median was used as the cut off point. BUs above the 
median were apportioned to high differentiation, and BUs below the 
median were apportioned to low differentiation. 
2. "Relative quality of customer services" (X5); An ordinal variable 
measuring the ratings on service attributes relative to the BUs 
competitors. The median was used as the cut off point. BUs below the 
median with greater quality of customer services than their competitors 
were apportioned to high differentiation, and those above the median 
with less quality of customer services than their competitors were 
apportioned to low differentiation. 
3. "Relative sales promotion expenses" {X6): Sales promotion includes 
all expenditures for catalogs, exhibits, displays, trade shows, 
premiums, coupons, samples, and temporary price reductions for 
promotional purposes. An ordinal variable measuring expenses relative 
to the BU's competitors. The median was used as the cut off point. BUs 
above the median with competitors' expenses greater than the BU, were 
apportioned to low differentiation, and those below the median when 
competitors expenses were less than the BU were apportioned to high 
differentiation. 
4. "Relative sales force expenses" {X7): This includes compensation 
for and expenses incurred by salespeople, commissions paid to brokers or 
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agents, and the cost of sales force administration. A BU was 
apportioned to low differentiation when competitors expenses were 
greater and to high differentiation when competitors expenses were less, 
with the median as the cut off point on an ordinal scale. 
5. "Relative media advertising expenses" (X8): BUs with expenses 
greater than their competitors were classified as high differentiation, 
and those with expenses less than their competitors as low 
differentiation with the median as the cut off point on an ordinal 
scale. 
6. "Relative Price" (X9): When a BU had a relative price higher than 
Its competitors it was apportioned to high differentiation and a lower 
relative price to low differentiation with the median as the cut off 
point on a scalar measure. 
Cost Strategy 
The variable "Relative Direct Costs" (XIO) Includes relative 
purchase costs, relative manufacturing or operating costs, and relative 
distribution costs. The median value was used as the cut off point. 
Those BUs with higher relative direct costs than the median value were 
apportioned as high cost, and those with lower were apportioned to low 
cost. 
Technological Strategy Variables 
The following five variables were used to measure the technological 
strategy dimension: 
1. Product/Process mix: Product R&D expenses (Yl) by a BU are incurred 
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to improve the existing products or services or to develop new 
products. They include R&D expenses incurred for improvements in 
packaging as well in product design, features, and functions. Process 
R&D (Y2) are all expenses incurred for improving the efficiency of 
distribution, manufacturing, or operations. Both product and process 
R&D expenses were taken as a ratio of net sales of the BU. On a scale 
from 0 to 1, the cut off point taken was 0.5. A higher ratio indicates 
product emphasis, and a lower ratio indicates process emphasis. 
Product and process technologies have life-cycles similar to a 
product's life-cycle (Ketteringham and White, 1984) and researchers have 
classified them as base (mature), key (current or state of the art) and 
pacing (emerging) technologies (Meyer and Roberts, 1986; White and 
Graham, 1978). Base technologies have achieved a level of maturity and 
generally do not provide competitive advantage. Key technology is in 
the growth stage of its life-cycle (Ketteringham and White, 1984), and 
generally proves to be of competitive advantage. Pacing technology is 
new technology and one which has the potential of replacing the current 
technology (Hamilton, 1985; Ketteringham and White, 1984; White and 
Graham, 1978). BUs exercise strategic choices when investing in a 
portfolio of technologies which are at different stages of their 
life-cycle (Maidique and Hayes, 1984; Myer and Roberts, 1986). 
2. Total R&D Expenses/Net sales (Y4): Investment in R&D by firms has 
repeatedly been found to have a positive correlation with technological 
innovations (Kamien and Schwartz, 1975). Total R&D expenses were taken 
as a proportion of net sales of the BU and the cut off point was 0.5 on 
a scale of 0 to 1. 
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3. Proprietary Products (Y5) and Proprietary Processes (Y6): BUs make 
a strategic decision between internally funded R&D and external sources 
like licences, and contracts with outside organizations (Burgelman, 
1985; Friar and Horwitch, 1985; Hamilton, 1985; Horwitch, 1986; Horwitch 
and Prahalad, 1976; Maidique and Patch, 1982). BUs were measured on a 
categorical variable between having patents on products and processes 
and those not having any patents. 
4. Order of Market Entry (Y3): When making technological decisions a 
BU is often faced with the choice of being a leader in that technology 
or playing the role of a follower (Ketteringham and White, 1984; 
Maidique and Patch, 1982). An ordinal variable measure, BUs are either 
leaders or followers on a scale of 0 to 1 with 0.5 as the cut off point. 
5. Development Time for New Products (Y7): A categorical variable, BUs 
were reduced to a scale of 0 to 1 with 0.5 as the cut off point. On the 
lower end of the scale BUs have low development time, and on the higher 
end of the scale they have high development time. 
Methodology 
The model as depicted in Figure 2 is an exploratory one. A 
cross-sectional analysis is used to assess the relationship among 
multiple independent and dependent variables through an analysis of 
variance. BUs are cross-tabulated into groups based on their 
technological environment, the stage of their product life-cycle, and 
the BUs competitive strategy. 
Six strategic configurations (SC) form the independent variables 
(IV) in each stable, turbulent and fertile technological environment. 
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and for BUs in their growth, mature and decline stages of their product 
life-cycles. 
BUs within each of the six SCs expend some effort along the five 
technological strategy dimensions, viz., product/process mix; 
leader/follower in the market; high/low R&D intensity; high/low 
proprietorship; and high/low development time for new products. These 
dimensions form the dependent variables (DV). 
In the first stage of our analysis, all five hypotheses were tested 
using analysis of variance. The goal in using ANOVA is the assessment 
of whether differences in the DV can be attributed to differential 
levels of the IV rather than to chance. It is a nonexperimental 
application of ANOVA where BUs were not randomly assigned to the 
groups. It is descriptive model building; therefore, causality is not 
implied. The major question is: are mean differences among groups 
likely to have occurred by chance? ANOVA uses the sample data of BUs 
within the six SC groups (IV), to determine if they achieve different 
mean results on each of the five technological 
strategy variables (DV). 
In effect we are testing the null hypothesis that the population 
mean of a technological strategy variable is the same for each strategic 
configuration group of BUs. 
NULL H0:^i ./(2 * ••• 'Mz 
The corresponding alternative hypothesis is that the means are not 
equal, or that at least one pair of them differs. 
The ANOVA actually tests a somewhat stronger null hypothesis - that 
the SC populations are identical or that they have the same frequency 
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distribution form. In particular, this assumption means that each SC 
population has the same common value for its variance. 
The concepts underlying this procedure are illustrated below. When 
the sample data of BUs in the SC groups are combined, they appear to be 
observations from a single, highly disperse population as shown in (a). 
But when each SC group is viewed separately, the same technological 
variables appear to belong to eight separate populations with smaller 
variances, as indicated in (b). Under the null hypothesis, however, the 
SC populations have identical means and the same variances, so that an 
identical frequency curve as in (c) applies for each SC. 
Apparent 
combined 
population 
(a) Technological Variable 
SC : 1 SC :2 SC :8 
Eight SC 
populations 
(b) Technological Variable 
Null hypothesis 
assumes that 
observations 
come from eight 
identical 
populations 
= 111 = }l2 ... = |l8 
(c) Technological Variable 
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In the second stage of our analysis, we consider the traditional 
ANOVA model which is commonly expressed as follows: 
Yij -A +Tj 
where^is a constant denoting the overall mean response of the 
technological strategy variable, andJ^j denotes the deviation from the 
overall mean associated with the jth competitive strategy dimension (j = 
1,2,3). The error termE^j (i » 1,2,...8; j = 1,2,3) is normally and 
independently distributed with a mean of zero and a constant variance 
Moreover, it is customary to introduce one further condition 
regardingJj, namely: 
j=i 
In this way of looking at things, eachjj is expressed as a deviati 
about the overall mean^^ . In the case of the sample problem our 
earlier statement of the hypotheses: 
on 
/h 1 2 ~ * * * 8 
HI: Not all/4 's are equal 
is now transformed to the (equivalent) representation 
Ho:ri -Tz-T^-O 
HI: Not all of then's are equal to zero. 
We are in fact considering the question: if the competitive 
strategy dimensions differ significantly in mean response of the 
technological strategy dimensions, which specific competitive strategy 
dimensions are contributing to this general significance? That is if 
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the Null Hypothesis is rejected, which competitive strategy dimensions 
are different and how are they different? 
The Test Statistic 
As our test statistic, we use the F-statistic as a summary measure 
to express how much the sample results deviate from what is expected 
when the null hypothesis is true. This is achieved by comparing the 
explained and the unexplained variation. A Type I error probability of 
0< = .10 is considered for incorrectly concluding that the population 
means of the various technological variables are not identical. 
Limitations 
We have used ANOVA as a device for evaluating a series of DVs 
individually. The statistical test in no way assures that changes in DV 
were caused by the IV. This is a logical rather than a statistical 
problem, and depends on the manner in which BUs were assigned to levels 
of the IVs. The model is descriptive, and causality is not implied. 
Generalizability of ANOVA is limited. One can generalize only to 
those populations from which the random sample was taken. 
Sample size 
The PIMS data base does not draw a sample from any explicitly 
defined universe. They recruit any business corporation above a minimum 
size. For example, the Fortune 500 is one universe and is also the 
sample that PIMS seeks to recruit. 
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PIMS Data Base consists of over 3336 business units who serve 
markets located in the U.S., Canada, U.K. and the Common Market. Of 
these, the U.K. and the Common market were excluded. Two thousand four 
hundred and ninety-eight BUs are in the U.S. and 838 in Canada with some 
overlap of BUs serving both markets. A business is defined as "a 
division, product line, or other profit center within its parent 
company, selling a distinct set of products or services to an 
identifiable group or groups of customers, in competition with a 
well-defined set of competitors" (Buzzell et al., 1975:107). The sample 
covered the time period 1985-1988. The average value for each variable 
over the four years was used in this study. 
A large sample is necessary because the data are subjected to 
cross-tabulations. The model is based on the separation of BUs by their 
technological environment, the stage of their product's life-cycle, and 
the competitive strategy of the BU. There are three categories for 
technological environment, three for the product life-cycle, and eight 
for the competitive strategy, creating seventy-two cells for BUs in the 
U.S. and fifty-six cells for BUs in Canada. The distribution of the 
sample in the cells is shown in Appendix B. 
External Validity of the Data 
External validity or generalizability of the markets comprising the 
PIMS data base involves nonresponse or nonparticipation bias arising 
from two sources: corporate representativeness and business 
units/markets representativeness. 
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Corporate Representativeness: For the purposes of this study of 
determining any linkages between competitive strategies and 
technological strategies, corporate representativeness is not important 
in itself. We are concerned with the representativeness of the markets 
used in explaining these linkages. We know the nature of only one 
competitor per market - the PIMS participant. However, we would like to 
know whether these markets have a representative variety of companies. 
Corporate ownership of the business units in the PIMS Data Base is 
fairly representative of the Fortune 500 (Yip, 1982). The main 
corporate characteristics are nationality, size, and degree of 
diversification. The sample is predominantly (over 75 per cent) 
American and 20 per cent Canadian. In terms of size, the sample is 
biased toward very large corporations: the mean size of parent 
companies was about $1,500 million, the median about $750 million, 
making the size distribution very similar to the Fortune 500 (Yip, 
1982). In terms of degree of diversification, the sample of business 
units is biased toward more diversified parent-companies. 
Market Representativeness: Since competitive strategic 
characteristics of the market were used as explanatory variables in this 
study, the data base's representativeness need not be analyzed with 
respect to these characteristics. 
The data base represents at least 60 per cent of four-digit 
industries in the manufacturing division of the Standard Industrial 
Classification system, although only about half of the PIMS markets 
identify their SIC code (Marshall and Buzzell, 1990). A PIMS market is 
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usually much smaller than a four-digit industry. However, industry type 
was not a market-structure characteristic used in our study. 
The overall PIMS Data Base of represents markets in several types of 
manufacturing industries: 
% 
1. Consumer durable products 11.3 
2. Consumer nondurable products 16.4 
3. Capital goods products 15.9 
4. Raw or semi-finished materials 13.2 
5. Components for finished products 22.9 
6. Supplies or consumable products 13.8 
7. Services 3.0 
8. Retail/wholesale distribution 3.4 
Total: 100.0 
The business units included in the data base are self-selected and 
may be unrepresentative of the population of businesses from which they 
were drawn. Market leaders are overincluded, and large industrial 
parents are more likely to participate (Buzzell, 1981). Strict 
confidentiality protection procedures of PIMS makes verifying the 
external representativeness of the sample difficult. Financial data are 
disguised by unknown multiplication factors, preserving ratio data, but 
making absolute levels meaningless. Thus, what biases the 
self-selection process might create is difficult to determine. 
Internal Validity of the Data 
Internal validity concerns the extent to which a measure reflects 
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the characteristic of interest. The narrow definition of the served 
market is a possible source of distortion. The definition includes only 
those product categories, geographic areas, and customer groups that the 
reporting business serves, and excludes categories, areas, and groups 
that may be served by its competitors. This definition would affect 
those explanatory variables measured on a market base, for instance, 
growth rate, concentration, etc. In our study only the market share of 
the business unit has been used as an explanatory variable. 
Data Accuracy 
The business unit and the market in which the business participates 
are subjectively defined, and the definitions may lead BUs to overstate 
their market shares systematically by understating the scope of the 
markets in which they compete (Marshall, 1987). 
PIMS compresses all outliers to the values which represent 2.75 
standard deviations above or below the sample mean for a given 
variable. Data have been audited and cleaned, and extreme values 
suppressed, which may have possible effects upon results (Marshall and 
Buzzell, 1990). 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
We are linking a BU's technological responses to its competitive 
position, and contrasting the results of those links for BUs under 
different technological environments. 
The competitive position that a BU adopts is some configuration of 
three strategic dimensions (viz., high/low differentiation, high/low 
delivered cost, and narrow/broad focus). This state of affairs leads to 
a set of eight possible strategic configurations (SC), and a BU adopts 
one of the configurations to position itself in the market. In our 
model we consider six of the eight possible strategic configurations. 
They are described below: 
SC:1 A low differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a narrow 
focus. 
SC:2 A high differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a narrow 
focus. 
SC:3 A low differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a broad 
focus. 
SC:4 A high differentiation position, low delivered cost, and a broad 
focus. 
SC:6 A high differentiation position, high delivered cost, and a narrow 
focus. 
SC:8 A high differentiation position, high delivered cost, and a broad 
focus. 
The SC that a BU adopts is relative to the SC of other BUs. BUs' 
strategic configuration (SC) is a position of high or low along three 
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strategic dimensions relative to BUs in another strategic configuration 
(SC). This perspective allows comparisons between fifteen possible 
pairs of strategic configurations. 
The dimensions of technological response of a BU considered here are 
the following: high versus low product/process technological mix; leader 
versus follower in order of market entry; high versus low RiD intensity; 
high versus low proprietorship; and low versus high development time for 
new products. 
In our results we are comparing the technological response 
(dependent variable) of BUs for the fifteen pairs of SCs. Since BUs 
respond as high or low on each technological dimension, we get thirty 
possible responses, or thirty combinations of SCs. 
The thirty technological responses are compared for BUs in stable, 
fertile and turbulent technological environments. Further, within each 
environment BUs are compared in growth and mature stages of their 
life-cycle. Due to small sample size, meaningful results were not 
available for BUs in decline stage of their life-cycle. 
This chapter is divided into five sections. Each section represents 
one technological strategy dimension, namely, 
- Product/Process Technology Mix 
- Order of Market Entry 
- RiD Intensity 
- Level of Proprietorship 
- Development Time For New Products 
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The technological strategy dimension, which heads each section, is 
the dependent variable in our model. The SCs which constitute the 
competitive strategy dimensions are the independent variables. 
Within each section we present our results in two stages: 
(a) In the first stage we compare BUs in different SCs with regard 
to their mean results of effort expended on the technological strategy 
dimension. The only SCs considered are those which had a minimum sample 
size of 15 BUs, and mean results on technological dimensions are 
significantly different at alpha level of ten per cent. The ANOVA 
results are shown in Appendix C. 
Table 5 presented in the first stage, summarizes the more 
interesting results of our hypotheses. (Appendix D has a detailed 
description of the results). For instance, in the section entitled 
Product/process Technology Mix, Table 5 describes Hypothesis 1, namely, 
the expected emphasis of product/process mix between various pairs of 
SCs. In the section entitled Order of Market Entry, Table 6 describes 
results of Hypothesis 2, namely, the expected order of market entry 
between various pairs of SCs. Similarly in the remaining sections, we 
have Tables 7, 8, and 9 describing Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 
In Table 5, the first column lists pairs of SCs. The formation of 
these pairs was derived in Chapter 3 (page 31). We considered main 
effects postulated by previous researchers, between each of three 
generic competitive strategies and five technology strategy variables. 
From these main effects we derived the expected emphasis on each 
technology strategy dimension for pairs of SCs. The first SC in each 
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pair refers to "high” emphasis on the technology dimension, and the 
second SC in each pair refers to "low" emphasis. 
Within Table 5, we are comparing results across different 
technological environments and stages of life-cycle. For a pair of SC, 
"Y" indicates the hypothesis was not untrue. "N" indicates that support 
for the hypothesis was not found (e.g., SC2:1 was not significantly 
different, but in fact SC1:2 was significantly different). ".." 
indicates that the two strategic configurations showed no significant 
difference. 
(b) In the second stage, we consider variation in the technology 
strategy variable explained by the three competitive strategy variables 
and their interactive effect. We are in effect considering the 
question: if the competitive strategy variables differ significantly in 
mean response of the technology strategy variable, which specific 
competitive strategy variables are contributing to this general 
significance? 
In Appendix F, the tables depict percentages of explained variations 
across three technological environments. In the second stage we 
summarize these tables in histograms (Figures 4-8), and compare the 
results between U.S. and Canada. 
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Product/Process Technology Mix 
(a) General Findings 
1. BUs in mature stage of product life-cycle make similar choices 
between product development versus process improvement under stable and 
turbulent technological environments. However BUs in growth stage 
respond differently between the stable and turbulent technological 
environments. 
2. BUs in strategic configurations with high differentiation 
emphasize product development, and BUs in strategic configurations with 
low differentiation emphasize process improvement. This association is 
found in BUs despite their competitive position with regard to market 
breadth and cost strategies. 
3. Canadian BUs have the same technological response as their 
counterparts in the U.S. 
Results 
The following results in Table 5 are of interest: 
1. The product/process technological mix for SC 2:1 indicate that 
mature BUs following a competitive strategy of high product- 
differentiation expend greater technological effort on product 
development; BUs following a low differentiation stategy emphasize 
process improvement. This association held under both stable and 
turbulent technological conditions. 
2. Under stable technological conditions, our sample of BUs in 
growth stage of their life-cycle, showed no significant difference in 
the product/process technological mix between SC2:1. Whereas, under 
turbulent technological conditions, the sample of BUs in growth stage, 
showed a significant difference in the product/process technological mix 
between SC2:1. 
3. Our results indicate that for the sample of BUs in SC1:4 
the product/process technological mix is contrary to what we 
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hypothesized. Our hypothesis was based on the consideration that a 
competitive strategy emphasizing breadth is likely to lead to 
competitive advantage if supported by an emphasis on process 
technology. A broad product line, or especially, a broad target market 
(relative to a narrow line or target market) suggests the need for high 
volume. High volume requires allocating effort and resources to the 
manufacturing process, i.e., a process technology emphasis (De Bresson 
and Lampel, 1985; Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979). 
However, the results for our sample of BUs indicate that in a 
strategic configuration of broad focus with high differentiation, the 
emphasis is on product development. In contrast, BUs emphasizing a 
narrow focus and low differentiation, expend more effort on process 
technology. Further, this association did not undergo a change between 
stable and turbulent technological conditions. 
We conclude that despite the market scope of BUs in our sample, the 
product/process technological mix is associated with differentiation 
strategy, under both stable and turbulent technological conditions. 
4. There is one exception. BUs experiencing a growth in demand and 
operating under stable technological conditions emphasize product 
development when pursuing a competitive strategy of narrow focus, low 
differentiation and low cost. In contrast, a broader market is being 
served with high differentiation and low cost by emphasizing process 
improvement. 
5. For the SC1:8 pair we hypothesized that BUs in SC 1 emphasize 
product development in contrast to emphasis on process improvement by 
BUs in SC 8. This hypothesis was based on the assumption that breadth 
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of market scope implies achieving high volume in production, and 
consequently emphasis would be on process technology. 
However, results for BUs in mature stage, under both stable and 
turbulent technological conditions showed a greater effort expended on 
product technology in SC 8, and on process technology in SC 1. An 
emphasis on product technology was associated with high differentiation 
and high cost, and process technology was associated with low 
differentiation and low cost. 
6. Under stable and turbulent technological conditions, BUs in the 
growth stage showed no significant difference in their technological mix 
between SC1:8. This finding meets the expectation that in the growth 
stage of life-cycle, BUs do not clearly distinguish between product 
development and process improvement. 
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sc 
2:1 
1:4 
1:8 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF PRQDUCT/PROCESS TECHNOLOGICAL MIX 
GRQW/STABL MAT/STABL GROW/TURBL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CAN 
.. Y Y Y Y 
N N N N 
N N N 
SCI: A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC2: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC4: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
SC8: A high differentiation position, high delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
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(b) In the second stage (Figure 4), we are comparing variation in 
product/process technological mix explained by the competitive strategy 
variables. 
General Findings 
1. For U.S. BUs in mature stage, differentiation strategy has the 
greatest influence on decisions to emphasize product development or 
process improvement. This finding is observed under all three 
technological condtions. 
For Canadian BUs in mature stage, the explanatory effect of 
differentiation is negligible and market scope takes primacy. This 
finding is observed under stable and turbulent technological conditions. 
2. For BUs in the growth stage under stable technological 
conditions, differentiation has negligible explanatory effect. Cost and 
interactive effects are important dimensions explaining expenditures on 
product development and process improvement. 
However, under turbulent technological conditions, for BUs in growth 
stage, differentiation strategy has the greatest explanatory power on 
variation in product/process mix. 
Results 
1. Stable Technological Environment: BUs in growth stage have cost and 
interactive effect as important factors explaining variation in the 
product/process technological mix. Canadian BUs have cost, focus and 
interactive effect as factors explaining the variation in the dependent 
variable. 
When in their mature stage, BUs no longer have cost as the main 
explanatory power. The emphasis shifts to differentiation and focus. 
However, for Canadian BUs the main explanation is by focus and 
interactive effect. 
2. Fertile Technological Environment: For mature BUs in both Canada and 
U.S., differentiation and interactive effect have major explanatory 
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power for variation in product/process technological mix. 
3. Turbulent Technological Environment: BUs in growth stage in Canada 
and U.S. have differentiation and interactive effect explaining the 
major variation in product/process technological mix. 
In mature stage, BUs have focus, differentiation and interactive 
effect explaining variation. For Canadian BUs, it is focus and 
interactive effect explaining major variation. 
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Order of Market Entry 
(a) General Findings 
1. Under all three technological environments, BUs in mature stage, 
following a competitive strategy of high differentiation and narrow 
market focus, are leaders in introducing the product in their market. 
In contrast BUs with a competitive strategy of low differentiation and 
broad market focus are followers when entering their markets. 
2. Under fertile technological conditions, BUs are leaders in 
introducing the product in their market when focus strategy is narrow. 
They are followers in market entry when pursuing a broad focus 
strategy. This order of market entry was found despite the 
differentiation strategy being adopted. 
Results 
The following results in Table 6 are of interest: 
1. When in the mature stage of product life-cycle, BUs frequently 
design a competitive strategy based on a high differentiation position, 
low delivered cost, and a narrow focus (Mueller and Tilton, 1969; Pavitt 
and Wald, 1971), and take an aggressive leadership position (Rosenbloom 
and Abernathy, 1982). 
Our sample of BUs in the forementioned configuration (SC2), are 
leaders in entering their markets, under stable, fertile and turbulent 
technological conditions. In contrast BUs with low differentiation 
strategy (SCI and SC3) are followers when entering their markets. 
2. There is a reversal from what is hypothesized for BUs under 
fertile technological conditions. BUs following a low differentiation 
and narrow focus strategy (SCI) are leaders when entering their markets, 
and BUs following high differentiation and broad focus strategy (SC8, 
SC4 and SC3) are followers in their markets. Under stable and turbulent 
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technological conditions, BUs showed no significant difference in their 
order of market entry for SC1:8, SC1:4, and SC1:3. 
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SL. 
2:1 
2:3 
2:4 
4:1 
8:1 
1:3 
TABLE 6 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF ORDER OF MARKET ENTRY 
MAT/STABL MAT/FERTL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CANADA 
Y .. Y Y 
Y Y Y Y 
Y Y Y Y 
• • N • • • • 
• • N • • • • 
Y • • I • • • • 
SCI: A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC2: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC3: A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
SC4: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
SC8: A high differentiation position, high delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
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(b) In Figure 5 we are comparing variation in the order of market 
entry explained by three competitive strategy variables. 
General Findings 
The effect of competitive strategy dimensions explaining variation 
in order of market entry are different for growing and mature BUs, and 
between stable, fertile and turbulent technological environments. 
Results 
1. For both U.S. and Canadian BUs, in growth stage and under stable 
technological conditions, all three competitive strategy dimensions, in 
different degrees, are important in explaining the variation in order of 
market entry. 
2. However, when under turbulent technological conditions, for both 
U.S. and Canadian BUs, the interactive effect between the three 
competitive strategy dimensions explained the major variation in the 
order of market entry. 
3. When in mature stage, BUs under stable technological conditions 
had focus and differentiation as the major effects. Whereas under 
turbulent technological conditions, cost and differentiation are the 
major effects. 
4. Under fertile technological conditions, mature BUs in the U.S. 
have focus dimension as the major explanation for variation in order of 
market entry. Canadian BUs have interactive effect between the three 
competitive strategy dimensions as the major explanatory factor. 
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Dependent Variable: Entry 
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R&D Intensity 
(a) General Findings 
1. Mature BUs pursuing a strategy of high differentiation spend 
greater effort on R&D than BUs with a low differentiation strategy, 
under both stable and turbulent technological conditions. 
2. However BUs in growth do not distinguish effort spent on R&D 
between high and low differentiation strategies. 
Results 
The following results in Table 7 are of interest: 
1. BUs with a strategic component of high differentiation (SC2, SC4, 
and SC8) expend greater effort on R&D than BUs with a strategic 
component of low differentiation (SCI). Under both stable and turbulent 
technological conditions high differentiation is associated with high 
R&D, and low differentiation with low R&D for BUs in mature stage. 
2. When in growth stage of life-cycle, BUs showed no significant 
difference in effort expended on R&D (under stable and turbulent 
technological conditions) between strategic configurations (SC2;1, 
SC4:1, and SC8:1) having high differentiation and those having low 
differentiation. 
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TABLE 7 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF R & D INTENSITY 
SC GRQW/STABL MAT/STABL GRQW/TURBL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CAN 
2:1 .. Y Y Y 
4:1 
8:1 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
SCI: A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC2: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC4: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
SC8: A high differentiation position, high delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
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(b) In Figure 6 we are comparing variation in R&D expenditures 
explained by three competitive strategy variables. 
General Findings 
When BUs are in the growth stage no single competitive dimension 
except the interactive effect explains variation in R&D expenditures. 
For BUs in the mature stage, differentiation strategy is the major 
explanation for variation in R&D expenditures. 
Results 
In Figure 20 the following results are of interest: 
1. BUs in growth stage, (under both stable and turbulent 
technological conditions) have interactive effect between the three 
competitive strategy dimensions as major explanation of variation in R&D 
expenditures in U.S. and Canada. 
2. When in mature stage, BUs (under stable and turbulent 
technological conditions) have differentiation as major competitive 
dimension explaining variation in R&D expenditures in U.S.and Canada. 
3. Under fertile technological conditions, BUs in Canada have focus 
and differentiation explaining variation in R&D. In U.S. the 
interactive effect is the major dimension explaining variation. 
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Proprietorship 
(a) General Findings 
1. Under turbulent technological conditions, mature BUs following a 
high differentiation strategy have higher levels of proprietorship than 
BUs following a low differentiation strategy. 
2. High levels of proprietorship were found among BUs in growth 
stage following a narrow focus strategy in contrast to BUs following a 
broad strategy. 
Results 
The following results in Table 8 are of interest: 
1. BUs under turbulent technological conditions and in mature stage 
of product life-cycle, following a competitive strategy with high 
differentiation (SC2 and SC4), are found to have high level of patents 
on product and process innovation, in contrast to BUs following a 
competitive strategy with low differentiation (SCI). 
2. BUs in growth stage under turbulent technological conditions 
show no significant difference in levels of proprietorship between 
competitive positions with high and low differentiation. 
3. BUs in growth stage under turbulent technological conditions, 
following a competitive strategy with high differentiation and narrow 
focus (SC6) have high proprietorship in contrast to BUs following a 
competitive strategy with high differentiation and broad focus (SC8). 
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TABLE 8 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF PROPRIETORSHIP 
MAT/STABL GROW/TURBL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CANADA 
2:1 Y 
4:1 Y Y 
6:8 Y 
SCI: 
SC2: 
SC4: 
SC6: 
SC8: 
A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
A high differentiation position, high delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
A high differentiation position, high delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
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(b) In Figure 7 we are comparing variation in proprietorship 
explained by three competitive strategy variables. 
General Findings 
The decision to produce technology internally versus externally is 
influenced largely by interactive effect of the competitive strategy 
dimensions. The interactive effect on proprietorship is found across 
stable, fertile and turbulent technological environments for BUs in U.S. 
and Canada. 
Results 
1. The main difference between Canada and the U.S. is evidenced 
among BUs in growth stage under stable technological conditions. The 
decision to develop technology internally versus externally is 
influenced by product differentiation in the U.S. whereas in Canada it 
had a negligible influence. 
2. Under turbulent technological conditions, BUs in growth stage 
have focus dimension with greater explanation on variability in 
proprietorship. In mature stage, differentiation dimension has greater 
influence on whether to develop technology internally or externally. 
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Development Time for New Products 
(a) General Findings 
High differentiation strategy is associated with low development 
time for new products, and low differentiation strategy is associated 
with greater development time for new products. 
Results 
The following results in Table 9 are of interest: 
1. BUs in mature stage following a competitive strategy with high 
differentiation (SC2 and SC8) spent less time on developing new products 
than BUs following a competitive strategy with low differentiation 
(SCI). No change is found in this emphasis between stable and fertile 
technological environments. 
2. Under stable technological conditions, both U.S. and Canadian 
BUs in mature stage, have greater development time for new products when 
pursuing a high volume strategy of low cost, low differentiation and 
broad focus (SC3). In contrast, BUs with narrow focus and high 
differentiation (SC4), facing greater competitiveness in the market, 
developed new products in a shorter time. 
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TABLE 9 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENT TIME 
SC MAT/STABL MAT/FERTL MAT/STABL/CANADA 
2:1 Y Y Y 
4:3 Y Y 
8:1 Y Y Y 
SCI: A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC2: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a narrow 
focus. 
SC3: A low differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
SC4: A high differentiation position, low delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
SC8: A high differentiation position, high delivered cost and a broad 
focus. 
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(b) In Figure 8 we are comparing variation in development time for 
new products explained by three competitive strategy variables. 
General Findings 
The effect of competitive strategy dimensions explaining variation 
in development time for new products are different for growing and 
mature BUs, and between stable, fertile and turbulent technological 
environments. 
Results 
The following points are of interest in Figure 8: 
1. Under stable technological conditions, differentiation dimension 
is an important element in explaining variation in development time for 
BUs in growth and mature stages (for both U.S. and Canada). 
2. However under turbulent technological conditions, BUs in growth 
phase have interactive effect between the three competitive dimensions 
explaining major variation in development time. Whereas for BUs in 
maturity there is no specific dimension having a major effect. 
3. Under fertile technological conditions, U.S. BUs are affected by 
differentiation, and Canadian BUs have interactive effect as major 
influence on development time. 
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ENDNOTES 
^BUs in each sample were partitioned into high or low on each of 
the competitive strategy variables. This decomposition was possible 
because the PIMS questionnaire addresses a BU's relative position to its 
competitors. 
^Within the set of possible strategic configurations, the low 
differentiation and high cost configuration are undesirable in terms of 
market and financial performance. We therefore do not consider SC:5 and 
SC:7. 
^See Chapter III, page 36. 
high product/process ratio indicates R&D emphasis on product 
development and a low ratio indicates R&D emphasis on process 
improvement. 
^High proprietorship are BUs having patents on product and process 
development. 
®See Chapter III, page 36. 
^Stable technological environment includes BUs which have not 
experienced any major technological change in the recent past, nor have 
experienced any product change except sporadically, with no regular nor 
periodic pattern of change. 
Fertile technological environment is distinguished by BUs which have had 
no major technological change in the last five years. They include, 
however, frequent product changes by way of product improvements, 
product line extensions, style changes and new products. 
Turbulent technological environment are those BUs which experienced 
recent major technological change. 
Growth stage of life-cycle are those BUs whose product-demand is growing 
at 10% or more annually in real terms. 
Mature stage of life-cycle are those BUs whose annual product-demand is 
growing between 0% and 10% in real terms. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
The findings of our research show that when a BU positions itself 
competitively, the link between technological strategy and competitive 
strategy is directly related to its technological potential, as 
differentiated by stable, fertile and turbulent environments. Our 
contention has been that not only a high level of a given competitive 
dimension correlates with a high or low level of technological 
dimension, but that a change in this relationship is associated with a 
change in the technological environment, as well as the stage of the 
product's life-cycle. 
By narrowly defining a BU's environment as managers' perceptions of 
the technological conditions in their markets, and thereby eschewing 
broad industrial parameters, we have been able to show that competitive 
behavior is contingent upon such perceptions. Our research makes a 
contribution to the notion of gestalts by showing that there are indeed 
significant associations between competitive behavior as manifest in 
BUs' competitive/technological strategy, and technological change as 
manifest in managers' perceived environment. 
Our research focuses not on particular technologies or on how to 
manage R&D, but on ways to recognize the competitive significance of 
technological change. Our findings pertain primarily to stable and 
turbulent technological change, and we get some understanding of the 
similarities and dissimilarities existing in competitive behavior among 
BUs under those technological conditions. 
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At the core of any technological strategy is the type of strategic 
configuration a BU is trying to achieve. The technological strategies 
that are developed are those that contribute most to a BU's competitive 
strategy, balanced against the probability of success in developing 
them. Technological strategy is the means by which a BU pursues each of 
the three competitive strategies. The results of our research indicate 
that the character of the technological strategy varies a great deal 
depending not only upon which competitive strategy is being followed, 
but also upon the interactive effect of the three competitive 
strategies. And further, this link between technological strategy and 
competitive strategy is contingent upon the technological environment as 
well as the stage of the product life-cycle. 
The following paragraphs discuss the major findings of our results: 
1. High differentiation is associated with product development and 
low differentiation is associated with process improvement. 
When generating hypotheses in Chapter III, we were unable to predict 
a clear relationship between a competitive strategy based on product 
differentiation and the BU's product/process technology mix. For the 
allocation between product and process technology depends on the 
competitive nature of the industry. For instance, high differentiation 
in semiconductors requires investment in process technologies. 
Conversely, high differentiation in making automated test equipment does 
not require major investments in process technology for manufacturing 
the machines. 
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However, our sample of BUs following a differentiation strategy are 
across different industries. Nonetheless our results show BUs following 
a high differentiation strategy spend greater effort on product 
development. In contrast, BUs emphasize process improvement when 
following a competitive strategy of low differentiation. Further, this 
link did not change between BUs perceiving their technological 
environment as stable and those perceiving it as turbulent. 
2. The oroduct/orocess technological mix is different for BUs in 
growth stage and in mature stage. 
Previous research suggests that when BUs are in growth stage, they 
do not clearly distinguish between product development and process 
improvement (Abernathy and Townsend, 1975; Abernathy, 1976). They are 
at the stage in life-cycle where they are setting up conditions for 
subsequent evolutionary development. 
Under stable technological conditions, our sample of BUs in growth 
stage of their life-cycle, showed no significant difference in the 
product/process technological mix between competitive strategies of high 
differentiation and low differentiation. However, under turbulent 
technological conditions, BUs early in the stage of their life-cycle, 
set up conditions which associated high differentiation with product 
development, and low differentiation with process improvement. 
Under turbulent conditions, the effect of technology substitution 
threatens obsolescence of a BU's investment in the preceding 
technology. We might conclude that the challenge to management is to 
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make decisions as to the product/process technological mix sooner in the 
life-cycle than necessary under stable technological conditions. 
3. Despite market scope and cost strategy, oroduct/orocess 
technological mix is associated with differentiation strategy. 
In Chapter III we hypothesized that a competitive strategy 
emphasizing market breadth is likely to be supported by an emphasis on 
process technology. A broad product line, or especially, a broad target 
market (relative to a narrow line or target market) suggests the need 
for high volume. High volume requires allocating effort and resources 
to the process for manufacturing the high volume, i.e., a process 
technology emphasis (De Bresson and Lampel, 1985; Hayes and Wheelwright, 
1979). 
However, our sample of BUs in strategic configurations with broad 
market scope but high differentiation were found to emphasize product 
technology. In contrast, BUs with narrow focus and low differentiation 
expend more effort on process technology. The product/process mix for 
BUs in our sample were influenced more by differentiation strategy than 
breadth of market scope or cost strategy. Further, the direction of 
this association did not change between stable and turbulent 
technological conditions. 
4. Leadership in market entry is associated with competitive 
strategy of high differentiation. 
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When in mature stage of product life-cycle, BUs frequently design a 
competitive strategy based on a high differentiation position, low 
delivered cost, and a narrow focus (Mueller and Tilton, 1969; Pavitt and 
Wald, 1971), and take an aggressive leadership position (Rosenbloom and 
Abernathy, 1982). 
Our sample of BUs in the aforementioned strategic configuration were 
leaders in entering their markets, under stable, fertile and turbulent 
technological conditions. In contrast, BUs in strategic configurations 
with low differentiation, but maintaining low cost and narrow/broad 
focus, were followers when entering their markets. 
5. Competitive strategy of high differentiation is associated with 
high R&D intensity. 
Mature BUs pursuing a strategy of high differentiation spend greater 
effort on R&D than BUs with a low differentiation strategy, under both 
stable and turbulent technological conditions. 
However, BUs in the growth stage do not distinguish effort spent on 
R&D between high and low differentiation. BUs early in the stage of 
their life-cycle do not distinguish R&D intensity between competitive 
strategies of high and low differentiation. 
6. High differentiation is associated with high proprietorship. 
Under turbulent technological conditions, BUs in mature stage have 
higher levels of proprietorship when pursuing a strategy of high 
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differentiation, and lower levels of proprietorship with low 
differentiation. 
The distinction between BUs in growth and mature stages is important 
in the context of technological change and proprietorship. An emerging 
and growing business is one created to exploit a new market and one 
would expect a higher level of proprietorship. Such BUs typically focus 
their efforts narrowly on selected technical innovations and market 
niches (Hamilton, 1985). Our results show a significant difference in 
proprietorship for BUs in growth stage. BUs following a narrow 
focus/high differentiation strategy had high proprietorship and those 
with a broad focus/low differentiation had low proprietorship. 
7. High differentiation is associated with low development time for 
new products. 
Under both stable and fertile technological conditions, BUs spent 
less time on developing new products when pursuing a high 
differentiation strategy than when pursuing a low differentiation 
strategy. Fertile technological conditions are characterized by 
frequent product changes, and as one might expect, a high 
differentiation strategy would be associated with low development time. 
8. The competitive behavior of Canadian and U.$. BUs was similar in 
their technological response to competitive positioning. However, the 
explanatory effect of specific competitive strategy dimensions was. 
different between the two countries. 
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The sample distribution for Canadian BUs allowed a comparison only 
for mature BUs in a stable environment. Under these conditions, the 
technological response of BUs in different strategic configurations 
showed little difference between the U.S. and Canada. 
However, the competitive strategy dimensions explaining variation in 
technological response differed in the two countries. The reasons for 
these differences are beyond the scope of this study but would be an 
interesting basis for future research. 
In final conclusion, what emerges from our research is that when a 
BU adopts a certain competitive position, its technological decisions 
are not only affected by this position, but also by perceptions of 
technological environment and the stage of its product life-cycle. By 
identifying a business's competitive position as different strategic 
configurations, we were able to compare the links with technological 
strategy. 
Our research findings are inordinately detailed because of the large 
number of variables and their comparisons between different 
cross-classifications. We built a taxonomical approach, which can be 
tested and extended by further research. 
Limitations 
In its present form the study is restrictive in scope. By 
distinguishing the BU's technological environment on the basis of the 
nature of technology as embodied in its product, we present a rather 
broad view of technology. In reality all the technologies embodied in a 
BU's value chain have competitive impacts. Further, we discount 
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environmental influences such as foreign technological change which may 
affect competitive forces in the business's immediate context. Nor do 
we consider market environments based on distinctions like consumer 
goods and capital goods. Such distinctions could provide additional 
insights. 
Much research has been done on the strategy-structure-environment 
paradigm. Our research has a major limitation in that we have not 
considered the influence of technology on structural elements like 
concentration in the industry, or size of the firm. Such influence 
undoubtedly affects competitive behavior. Further, business 
characteristics like type of technology, the culture of the 
organization, or its internal structure, have not been taken into 
account because of informational limitation of our data base. 
A final limitation of the study is the underlying assumption of 
equality of effort for all competing firms. Implementational strengths 
and weaknesses tcontribute to differences in firm performance. A 
business with a good strategy but poor implementation is likely to 
fail. Unfortunately the data base does not contain variables that 
measure the BU's quality of effort. Therefore, to link our results to 
performance measures would have been unjustified. 
Implications and Suggestions for Future Research 
A BU's strategy may be viewed as a unique combination of the 
multiple dimensions of competitive and technological strategies. As BUs 
evaluate their competitive and technological strategies against 
environmental preconditions, successful combinations can be identified 
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that may lead to competitive advantage. Contingent upon the unit's 
resources, some strategic combinations may not only have a higher 
probability of success than others, but may have a higher frequency of 
occurrence as well. If future empirical research lends support to this, 
then profiles of successful strategies useful to all firms can be 
drawn. These profiles would be similar to those developed my Miller 
(1986), but include the technology strategy of units. 
Future research should address not only the performance validity of 
our results, but it should also investigate the environmental conditions 
under which each hypothesis may hold. 
Incorporating other environmental dimensions in our model would add to 
its generalizability. For example, munificence, and complexity have 
also been shown to affect strategy (Dess and Keats, 1987; 
Yasai-Ardekani, 1989). Thus, within a specific environment, managers 
need to assess the relative effect of each of these dimensions on their 
BU's strategy and then design a strategic alignment that would match 
with those environmental conditions. 
Similarly, researchers need to evaluate the relative effect of each 
of the dimensions of environment, perhaps along the lines recently 
accomplished by Keats and Hitt (1988), on the different dimensions of 
technology strategy, competitive strategy, and structure simultaneously. 
Recently, Miller (1988) observed that under environmental dynamism 
and unpredictability, which are both related to managers' perception of 
environmental uncertainty (Bourgeois, 1980; Miller and Friesen, 1984), 
certain combinations of competitive strategy and structure performed 
more successfully. The framework of our research should be expanded to 
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include the technology/strategy/structure/environment quadrangle. 
Studying the reciprocal influences of these four and their effect on 
performance, in a multidimensional research design, would bring the 
field of strategy closer to simulating the complexities of strategic 
decision making within organizations. 
CHAPTER VII 
AFTERWORD 
The process of writing this dissertation has been instructive in 
giving me an appreciation as to what good research entails. 
Writing the Research Proposal proved most critical. A 
well-thought-out research design at the initial stages helped in 
successfully completing the dissertation. My research design derives 
from a theoretical model (Ansoff), and this did wonders for my 
confidence during bouts of self-doubt. 
Selecting variables from the PIMS Data Base and understanding their 
questionnaire design was frustrating at first, but it forced me to think 
through what exactly was to be measured. 
The literature review was a long and arduous task. However, once 
again, a clear picture of my research design helped focus on the issues 
and considerably reduced the research process. 
Finally, the entire experience was an iterative one, coming closer 
toward clarity and simplicity, especially in formulating the 
hypotheses. Each sentence has been rewritten at least five times over. 
On enumerable occasions, I was forced to lay aside the dissertation and 
approach it afresh after a few days. However, any longer gestation than 
three days always proved more disastrous than helpful. 
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VARIABLES AND MEASURES 
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(1) Old ; 110 Recent major technological change » Vbl 11 TECHNOL CHANGC 
Code Descriotion Ht # 
0 No 72 1958 
1 Yes 28 760 
(2) Line 109 Frequency of product changes « Vbl 10 FREQ PROD CHGC 
Code Descriotion # 
1 Annually 2.6 70 
2 Seasonally (several times per year) 2.7 74 
3 Periodically (intervals greater than 1) 16.9 460 
4 No regular pattern 77.8 2114 
(3) Line 105.1 Stage of product life cycle = Vbl 4 LIFECYC STAGED 
Code Descriotion % # 
1 Introductory stage 0.7 18 
2 Growth stage 20.5 557 
3 Maturity stage 72,9 1981 
4 Decline stage 6.0 162 
(4) Relative Market Share 
Definition: L402.0/L403 
L<02.0 - % market share, your business 
Li03 » % market share, top 3 competitors 
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(5) Line 104 Order of market entry = Vbl 6 TYPE MKT ENT 0 
Code Description 
1 Pioneer 
2 Early follower 
3 Late entrant 
(6) Line 220 Product R&D Expenses 
Show all expenses incurred to improve the existing products or 
services of your business or to develop new products. Include R&D 
expenses incurred for improvements in packaging as well as in 
product design, features, and functions. 
Vbl 406 PROD R&D/MRKT P (point change) 
L220/L301 
L220 = Products & services R&D expenses 
L301 = Size of served market 
(7) Line 222 Process R&D Expenses 
All expenses incurred for improving the efficiency of distribution, 
manufacturing, or operations. 
Vbl 407 PROC R&D/MRKT P (point change) 
L222/L301 
L222 * Process R&D expenses 
L301 « Size of served market 
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(8) Vbl 408 TOTAL R&D/MKT P (point change) 
(L220 + L222)/L301 
(9) Vbl 135 Product R&D Expenses/Revenue (point change) 
L220/L201 
L220 = Products & services R&D expenses 
L201 = Net sales (+lease revenues) 
(10) Vbl 140 Process R&D Expenses/Revenue (point change) 
L222/L201 
(11) Vbl 145 Total R&D Expenses/Revenue (point change) 
(L220 + L222)/L201 
(12) Line 115 Proprietary products 
Code Description 
0 No 
1 Yes 
= Vbl 7 PATENTS PROD C 
% 
81.1 
18.9 
# 
2203 
515 
(13) Line 116 Proprietary processes - Vbl 8 PATENTS PROC C 
Code Description % i 
0 No 80-5 2187 
1 Yes 19.5 531 
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Line 441 Development time for new products - Vbl 12 DEV TIME NEW 
Code Descriotion % # 
1 Less than 1 year 9.8 267 
2 1 to 2 years 33.9 921 
3 2 to 5 years 33.2 902 
4 More than 5 years 4.2 114 
5 Not applicable; no new products 18.9 514 
Old : 120 Trend in end user concentration = Vbl 21 ENDUSR STABILC 
Code Descriotion % # 
1 Increasing concentration 25.9 705 
2 Stable 61.7 1678 
3 Decreasing concentration 12.3 335 
Line 311.x Relative number of customers = Vbl 75 REL NUN 1 CUSTMO 
Code Descriotion % # 
1 Fewer than leading competitors 32.7 889 
2 Same as leading competitors 36.5 993 
3 More than leading competitors 30.8 836 
Line 314.x Relative Breadth of types of customer s Vbl 74 REL CUS 
TYPESO 
Code Descriotion % i 
1 Narrower than leading competitors' 17.5 475 
2 Same as leading competitors' 61.5 1671 
3 Broader than leading competitors' 21.0 572 
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(18) Line 430.x Relative Breadth of product line = Vbl 73 RELPROD BRDTHO 
Code Descriotion % # 
1 Narrower than leading competitors' 28.0 760 
2 Same as leading competitors' 37.4 1017 
3 Broader than leading competitors' 34.6 941 
(19) L434.X Relative Media Advertising Expense = Vbl 321 REL ADVERTSNGOP 
(point change) 
Code Description 
1 Competitors are 3+% more than your business 
2 Competitors are 1-3% more than your business 
3 Competitors are about the same as your business 
4 Competitors are 1-3% less than your business 
5 Competitors are 3+% less than your business 
(20) Q22.X (recoded) Relative Quality of customer service = Vbl 329 REL 
SERVICES OP (point change) 
Code Description 
1 Competitors are 4+ pts more than your business 
2 Competitors are 2-4 pts more than your business 
3 Competitors are about the same as your business 
4 Competitors are 2-4 pts less than your business 
Competitors are 4+ pts less than your business 5 
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(21) Old 316 - Old 318 Relative Product Quality = Vbl 289 SUPER-INFER 
P (point change) 
Old 316 » % product quality - superior 
Old 318 « X product quality - inferior 
(22) Line 442 - Line 442.x Relative % New Products « Vbl 313 REL % NEW 
PROD P (point change) 
L442 * % new products - your business 
L442.X » % new products - competitors 
(23) L435.X = Relative sales promotion expenses 
1 » competitors are 3+% more than your business 
2 » competitors are 1-3% more than your business 
3 » competitors are about the same as your business 
4 » competitors are 1-3% less than your business 
5 « competitors are 3+% less than your business 
(24) L428.X = % Relative prices of competitors 
(25) Line 433.x » Relative Sales Force Expenses 
1 « competitors are 3+% more than your business 
2 - competitors are 1-3% more than your business 
3 - competitors are about the same as your business 
4 » competitors are 1-3% less than your business 
5 » competitors are 3+% less than your business 
(26) Relative Direct Costs = Vbl 297 REL DIR COST P (point change) 
L208 + (L210 + L213) + L211 * 10000.0/ (L438.x*L208) + (L439. 
(L210 + L 213)) + (L440.X * L211) 
L438.X « relative purchase costs 
L439,x - relative manufacturing or operating costs 
L440.X = relative distribution costs 
L208 » purchases 
L210 = labor expense 
L213 = other manufacturing expenses 
L211 = distribution expense 
(27) Manufacturing Expenses/ Revenue 
(L210 + L211 + L213)/ L201 
L210 = Manufacturing labor expense 
L211 = Distribution expense 
L213 = Other manufacturing or operating expense 
L201 = Net sales (+ lease revenues) 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE SIZES 
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SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
STABLE ENVIRONMENT - GROVrTH STAGE 
(Total: 228 BUs) 
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Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
High Difft, Low Difft. High Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 29 54 17 17 
High-Cost 16 53 16 26 
SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
STABLE ENVIRONMENT - MATURE STAGE 
(Total: 1269 BUs) 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
High Difft. Low Difft. High Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 211 301 94 82 
High-Cost 144 215 116 106 
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SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
STABLE ENVIRONMENT - DECLINE STAGE 
(Total: 110 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
Hioh Difft. Low Difft. Hioh Difft. Low Difft 
Low-Cost 21 15 1 6 
High-Cost 17 18 15 8 
SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
FERTILE ENVIRONMENT - GROWTH STAGE 
(Total: 66 BUs) 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
Hioh Difft. Low Difft. Hioh Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 5 23 1 5 
High-Cost 13 12 8 9 
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SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
EERTILE ENVIRONMENT - MATURE STAGE 
(Total: 289 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
High Difft. Low Difft. High Difft. Low Difft 
Low-Cost 27 71 17 23 
High-Cost 34 57 24 36 
SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
FERTILE ENVIRONMENT - DECLINE STAGE 
(Total: 4 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
High Difft.Low Difft.High Difft.Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 10 12 
High-Cost 0900 
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SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT - GROWTH STAGE 
(Total: 191 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft 
Low-Cost 29 50 23 21 
High-Cost 15 21 15 18 
SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT - MATURE STAGE 
(Total: 318 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 51 49 30 26 
High-Cost 38 51 48 25 
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SAMPLE SIZE U.S. BUs 
TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT - DECLINE STAGE 
Narrow 
(Total: 22 BUs) 
Focus Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 
{ 
2 4 8 0 
High-Cost 2 3 3 0 
SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
STABLE ENVIRONMENT - GROWTH STAGE 
(Total: 71 BUs) 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 10 14 5 4 
High-Cost 4 21 4 10 
f 
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SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
STABLE ENVIRONMENT - MATURE STAGE 
(Total: 469 BUs) 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
High Difft. Low Difft. High Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 80 108 31 23 
High-Cost 63 98 34 32 
SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
STABLE ENVIRONMENT - DECLINE STAGE 
(Total: 29 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Focus 
High Difft. Low Difft. High Difft. Low Difft. 
16 2 1 
16 3 1 
Low-Cost 
High-Cost 
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SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
FERTILE ENVIRONMENT - GROWTH STAGE 
Narrow 
(Total: 13 BUs) 
Focus Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 1 11 1 0 
High-Cost 0 0 0 0 
SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
FERTILE ENVIRONMENT - MATURE STAGE 
(Total: 95 BUs) 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 15 33 5 6 
High-Cost 8 16 5 7 
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SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT - GROWTH STAGE 
(Total: 95 BUs) 
Narrow Focus_Broad Eocus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 7 17 4 9 
High-Cost 8 11 4 6 
SAMPLE SIZE CANADIAN BUs 
TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT - MATURE STAGE 
(Total; 66 BUs) 
Narrow Focus Broad Focus 
Hiah Difft. Low Difft. Hiah Difft. Low Difft. 
Low-Cost 22 9 4 4 
High-Cost 24 12 12 5 
APPENDIX C 
ANOVA RESULTS 
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stable Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.62 0.50 (.71) 
Broad 0.71 0.35 (.95) 
Signif. (.44) (.71) (.91) 
(.87) 
High Cost 
0.63 0.66 (.20) 
0.63 0.81 (.79) 
Signif. (.00) (.83) (.79) 
(.20) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.62 0.63 (.02) 
0.71 0.63 (.37) 
0.50 0.66 (.90) 
0.35 0.81 (1.00) 
0.62 0.81 (.87) 
0.35 0.63 (.87) 
Overall Mean - .61 
F » 1.90; Signif. » . 90 
stable Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.48 0.56 (.47) 
Broad 0.41 0.35 (.27) 
Signif. (.36) (.85) (.61) 
(.70) 
High Cost 
0.44 0.66 (.88) 
0.38 0.50 (.57) 
Signif. (.28) (.82) (.30) 
(.95) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.18 0.44 (.23) 
0.41 0.38 (.17) 
0.56 0.66 (.73) 
0.35 0.50 (.65) 
0.48 0.50 (.10) 
0.35 0.44 (.37) 
Overall Mean * .52 
F » 1.31; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft . High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.55 0.44 (.65) 
Broad 0.47 0.41 (.27) 
Signif. (.40) (.19) (.63) 
(.15) 
High Cost 
0.31 0.53 (.87) 
0.69 0.77 (.43) 
(.95) (.96) (.99) 
Interlevel 
(.74) 
Effects Signif. 
0.55 0.31 (.87) 
0.47 0.69 (.79) 
0.44 0.53 (.61) 
0.41 0.77 (.98) 
0.55 0.77 (.90) 
0.41 0.31 (.44) 
Overall Mean * .52 
F - 1.96; Signif. - .95 
stable Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.07 0.15 (.73) 
Broad 0.12 0.18 (.37) 
Signif. (.41) (.22) (.72) 
(.25) 
High Cost 
0.00 0.17 (1.00) 
0.06 0.15 (.65) 
Signif. (1.00) (.14) (1.00) 
(.77) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.07 0.00 (1.00) 
0.12 0.06 (.42) 
0.15 0.17 (.24) 
0.18 0.15 (.15) 
0.07 0.15 (.68) 
0.18 0.00 (1.00) 
Overall Mean ** .13 
F = .77; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Development Time For New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow .59 0.43 (.83) 
Broad 0.82 0.59 (.86) 
Signif. (.91) (.75) (.01) 
(1.00) 
High Cost 
0.50 0.47 (.16) 
0.50 0.42 (.37) 
Signif. (.00) (.32) (.37) 
(.16) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.59 0.50 (.42) 
0.82 0.50 (•94) 
0.43 0.47 (.36) 
0.59 0.42 (.70) 
0.59 0.42 (.76) 
0.59 0.50 (.38) 
Overall Mean * .51 
F = 1.50; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.38 0.57 (1.00) 
Broad 0.51 0.65 (.93) 
Signif. (.97) (.80) (1.00) 
(.67) 
High Cost 
0.52 0.54 (.27) 
0.61 0.70 (.82) 
Signif. (.86) (.99) (1.00) 
(.80) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.38 0.52 (.99) 
0.51 0.61 (.86) 
0.57 0.54 (.48) 
0.65 0.70 (.55) 
0.38 0.70 (1.00) 
0.65 0.52 (.94) 
Overall Mean = .54 
F = 5.91; Signif. = .99 
stable Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.45 0.61 (1.00) 
Broad 0.41 0.52 (.85) 
Signif. (.38) (.86) (.78) 
(1.00) 
High Cost 
0.51 0.58 (.79) 
0.32 0.48 (.99) 
Signif. (1.00) (.91) (.39) 
(1.00) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.45 0.51 (.90) 
0.41 0.32 (.85) 
0.61 0.58 (.55) 
0.52 0.48 (.44) 
0.45 0.48 (.45) 
0.52 0.51 (.12) 
Overall Kean » .51 
F - 6.14; Signif. « . 99 
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Stable Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.29 0.41 (.99) 
Broad 0.33 0.51 (.98) 
Signif. (.47) (.89) (1.00) 
(.85) 
High Cost 
0.31 0.45 (.99) 
0.44 0.58 (.97) 
Signif. (.97) (.98) (1.00) 
(.16) 
Interlevel Effects S1gn1f. 
0.29 0.31 (.19) 
0.33 0.44 (.89) 
0.41 0.45 (.62) 
0.51 0.58 (.68) 
0.29 0.58 (1.00) 
0.51 0.31 (1.00) 
Overall Mean * .40 
F - 5.81; Signif. » . 99 
stable Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.02 0.04 (.78) 
Broad 0.09 0.10 (.22) 
Signif. (.98) (.92) (.99) 
(.86) 
High Cost 
0.05 0.09 (.86) 
0.03 0.06 (.76) 
Signif. (.67) (•70) (.22) 
(.99) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.02 0.05 (.79) 
0.09 0.03 (.95) 
0.04 0.09 (.96) 
0.10 0.06 (.71) 
0.02 0.06 (.85) 
0.10 0.05 (.83) 
Overall Mean » .05 
F - 2.31; Signif. *= . 95 
stable Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Development Time For New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.64 0.51 (.99) 
Broad 0.73 0.56 (•98) 
Signif. (.91) (.54) (•75) 
(1.00) 
High Cost 
0.69 0.66 (.47) 
0.66 0.54 (•92) 
Signif. (.42) (.96) (.98) 
(.01) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.64 0.69 (.69) 
0.73 0.66 (.78) 
0.51 0.66 (1.00) 
0.56 0.54 (.25) 
0.64 0.54 (•90) 
0.56 0.69 (•94) 
Overall Mean * .61 
F = 4.03; Signif. » .99 
Fertile Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.60 0.70 (.31) 
Broad 1.00 0.40 (.82) 
Signif. (.72) (.77) (.44) 
(.74) 
High Cost 
1.00 0.67 (.92) 
0.88 1.00 (.82) 
Signif. (.68) (.98) (.00) 
(.71) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.60 1.00 (.87) 
1.00 0.88 (.48) 
0.70 0.67 (•14) 
0.40 1.00 (.99) 
0.60 1.00 (.96) 
0.40 1.00 (.93) 
Overall Mean = .74 
F = 1.39; Signif. < .90 
Fertile Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
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Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.60 0.61 (.03) 
Broad 0.00 0.60 (.72) 
Signif. (.72) (.03) (.00) 
(.80) 
High Cost 
0.67 0.42 (.55) 
0.38 0.56 (.52) 
Signif. (.59) (.46) (.26) 
(.14) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.60 0.67 (.14) 
0.00 0.38 (.87) 
0.61 0.42 (.71) 
0.60 0.56 (.12) 
0.60 0.56 (.12) 
0.60 0.67 (.14) 
Overall Mean - .53 
F «= .47; Signif. < .90 
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Fertile Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.80 0.61 (.60) 
Broad 1.00 0.40 (.82) 
Signif. (.56) (.60) (.75) 
(.80) 
High Cost 
0.00 0.25 (.99) 
0.63 0.44 (.52) 
Signif. (.91) (.63) (.96) 
(.88) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.80 0.00 (.73) 
1.00 0.63 (.75) 
0.61 0.25 (.95) 
0.40 0.44 (.12) 
0.80 0.44 (.79) 
0.40 0.00 (.93) 
Overall Mean = .50 
F - 1.60; Signif. < .90 
Fertile Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.20 0.22 (.07) 
Broad 0.00 0.20 (.89) 
Signif. (.89) (.07) (.00) 
(.96) 
High Cost 
0.00 0.00 (.00) 
0.25 0.00 (1.00) 
Signif. (.98) (.00) (.00) 
(1.00) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.20 0.00 (.96) 
0.00 0.25 (.91) 
0.22 0.00 (1.00) 
0.20 0.00 (1.00) 
0.20 0.00 (1.00) 
0.20 0.00 (.96) 
Overall Mean = .14 
F = .90; Signif. < .90 
Fertile Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Development Time For New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.40 0.43 (.11) 
Broad 1.00 0.40 (.82) 
Signif. (.82) (.11) (.00) 
(.89) 
High Cost 
0.33 0.42 (.21) 
0.38 0.56 (.52) 
Signif. (.10) (.46) (.48) 
(.14) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.40 0.33 (.14) 
1.00 0.38 (.87) 
0.43 0.42 (.08) 
0.40 0.56 (.41) 
0.40 0.56 (.41) 
0.40 0.33 (.14) 
Overall Mean = .44 
F = .28; Signif. < .90 
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Fertile Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.63 0.68 (.33) 
Broad 0.76 0.70 (.37) 
Signif. (.65) (.14) (.37) 
(.53) 
High Cost 
0.53 0.77 (.98) 
0.63 0.75 (.69) 
Signif. (.53) (■19) (.94) 
(.81) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.63 0.53 (.56) 
0.76 0.63 (.65) 
0.68 0.77 (.77) 
0.70 0.75 (.35) 
0.63 0.75 (.69) 
0.70 0.53 (.79) 
Overall Mean = .69 
F = 1.12; Signif. < .90 
Fertile Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.67 0.61 (.42) 
Broad 0.29 0.39 (.47) 
Signif. (.98) (.92) (.94) 
(.98) 
High Cost 
0.53 0.49 (.27) 
0.29 0.36 (.42) 
Signif. (.92) (.78) (.84) 
(.90) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.67 0.53 (.72) 
0.29 0.29 (.01) 
0.61 0.49 (.80) 
0.39 0.36 (-18) 
0.67 0.36 (.98) 
0.39 0.53 (.69) 
Overall Mean = .49 
F » 2.52; Signif. » .99 
Fertile Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.41 0.49 (.55) 
Broad 0.59 0.78 (.80) 
Signif. (.75) (.99) (.99) 
(.52) 
High Cost 
0.47 0.60 (.75) 
0.54 0.44 (.54) 
Signif. (.40) (.84) (.17) 
(.35) 
Interactive Effects Signif. 
0.41 0.47 (.38) 
0.59 0.54 (.23) 
0.49 0.60 (.75) 
0.78 0.44 (.99) 
0.41 0.44 (.23) 
0.78 0.47 (.98) 
Overall Mean = .53 
F = 1.54; Signif. < .90 
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Fertile Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.04 0.10 (.73) 
Broad 0.12 0.00 (1.00) 
Signif. (.68) (1.00) (1.00) 
(.18) 
High Cost 
0.03 0.07 (.62) 
0.00 0.14 (1.00) 
Signif. (1.00) (.71) (.91) 
(1.00) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.04 0.03 (.13) 
0.12 0.00 (1.00) 
0.10 0.07 (.43) 
0.00 0.14 (1.00) 
0.04 0.14 (.85) 
0.00 0.03 (1.00) 
Overall Mean * .07 
F = 1.30; Signif. < . 90 
Fertile Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Development Time For New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.56 0.32 (.96) 
Broad 0.35 0.39 (.19) 
Signif. (.80) (.44) (.75) 
(.18) 
High Cost 
0.56 0.47 (.57) 
0.54 0.28 (.95) 
Signif. (.10) (.94) (.98) 
(.42) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.56 0.56 (.02) 
0.35 0.54 (.76) 
0.32 0.47 (.91) 
0.39 0.28 (.63) 
0.56 0.28 (.97) 
0.39 0.56 (.78) 
Overall Mean = .42 
F = 1.88; Signif. = .90 
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Turbulent Environment/Growth BUs 
Averaaes of 1 Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft . High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.55 0.82 (.99) 
Broad 0.61 0.81 (.85) 
Signif. (.32) (.08) (.94) 
(.93) 
High Cost 
0.53 0.86 (.96) 
0.67 0.61 (.26) 
Signif. (.53) (.91) (.34) 
(.81) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.55 0.53 (.09) 
0.61 0.67 (■28) 
0.82 0.86 (.30) 
0.81 0.61 (.82) 
0.55 0.61 (.31) 
0.81 0.53 (.91) 
Overall Mean =.70 
F = 2.05; Signif. = .95 
Turbulent Environment/Growth BUS 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.52 0.54 (.15) 
Broad 0.65 0.71 (.34) 
Signif. (.67) (.83) (.83) 
(.63) 
High Cost 
0.73 0.57 (.68) 
0.53 0.39 (.58) 
Signif. (.73) (.73) (.94) 
(.18) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.52 0.73 (.83) 
0.65 0.53 (.53) 
0.54 0.57 (.19) 
0.71 0.39 (.95) 
0.52 0.39 (.60) 
0.71 0.73 (.10) 
Overall Mean » .57 
F “ 1.00; Signif. < .90 
Turbulent Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.55 0.86 (1.00) 
Broad 0.83 0.62 (.87) 
Signif. (.96) (.96) (.36) 
(.29) 
High Cost 
0.67 0.81 (.66) 
0.67 0.61 (.26) 
Signif. (.00) (.82) (.26) 
(.66) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.55 0.67 (.54) 
0.83 0.67 (.72) 
0.86 0.81 (.40) 
0.62 0.61 (.04) 
0.55 0.61 (.31) 
0.62 0.67 (.23) 
Overall Mean » .72 
F » 2.02; Signif. * .95 
Turbulent Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.31 0.40 (.57) 
Broad 0.39 0.33 (.31) 
Signif. (.45) (.40) (.14) 
(.06) 
High Cost 
0.60 0.33 (.87) 
0.07 0.11 (.34) 
Signif. (1.00) (.90) (.99) 
(.95) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.31 0.60 (.93) 
0.39 0.07 (.98) 
0.40 0.33 (.40) 
0.33 0.11 (.90) 
0.31 0.11 (.89) 
0.33 0.60 (.87) 
Overall Mean = .33 
F - 2.23; Signif. = .95 
Turbulent Environment/Growth BUs 
Averages of Development Time for New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.41 0.54 (.72) 
Broad 0.65 0.43 (.85) 
Signif. (.91) (.61) (.08) 
(.63) 
High Cost 
0.53 0.62 (.39) 
0.47 0.44 (.10) 
Signif. (.28) (.71) (.38) 
(.63) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.41 0.53 (.54) 
0.65 0.47 (.73) 
0.54 0.62 (.46) 
0.43 0.44 (.08) 
0.41 0.44 (.16) 
0.43 0.53 (.46) 
Overall Mean = .52 
F = .72; Signif < .90 
Turbulent Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.49 0.65 (.90) 
Broad 0.63 0.69 (.36) 
Signif. (.79) (.27) (.91) 
(.14) 
High Cost 
0.58 0.59 (.07) 
0.60 0.72 (.68) 
Signif. (.19) (.74) (.74) 
(.13) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.49 0.58 (.59) 
0.63 0.60 (.20) 
0.65 0.59 (.49) 
0.69 0.72 (.17) 
0.49 0.72 (.94) 
0.69 0.58 (.64) 
Overall Mean = .61 
F » .82; Signif. < .90 
Turbulent Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.55 0.80 (.99) 
Broad 0.57 0.62 (.29) 
Signif. (.12) (.89) (.42) 
(.96) 
High Cost 
0.47 0.55 (.52) 
0.48 0.56 (.49) 
Signif. (.04) (.07) (.49) 
(.51) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.55 0.47 (.52) 
0.57 0.48 (.55) 
0.80 0.55 (.99) 
0.62 0.56 (.31) 
0.55 0.56 (.07) 
0.62 0.47 (.73) 
Overall Mean = .58 
F = 1.99; Signif. = .95 
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Turbulent Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.33 0.69 (1.00) 
Broad 0.63 0.65 (.13) 
Signif. (.99) (.27) (.99) 
(.42) 
High Cost 
0.37 0.61 (.97) 
0.48 0.68 (.90) 
Signif. (.69) (.46) (.98) 
(.80) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.33 0.37 (.27) 
0.63 0.48 (.81) 
0.69 0.61 (.63) 
0.65 0.68 (.16) 
0.33 0.68 (.99) 
0.65 0.37 (.97) 
Overall Mean = .54 
F = 3.61; Signif. = .99 
Turbulent Environment/Mature BUs 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft . High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.08 0.22 (.96) 
Broad 0.17 0.27 (.64) 
Signif. (.76) (.33) (.97) 
(.47) 
High Cost 
0.08 0.10 (.25) 
0.08 0.12 (.38) 
Signif. (.06) (.23) (.40) 
(.20) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.08 0.08 (.01) 
0.17 0.08 (.72) 
0.22 0.10 (.91) 
0.27 0.12 (.82) 
0.08 0.12 (.43) 
0.27 0.08 (.95) 
Overall Mean = .13 
F - 1.73; Signif. = .90 
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Turbulent EnvironTT»ent/Hature BUs 
Averaoes of PevelopiDent Time for New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Itarrow 0.59 0.53 (.44) 
Broad 0.67 0.50 (.79) 
Signif. (.52) (.20) (.53) 
(.76) 
High Cost 
0.82 0.57 (.99) 
0.63 0.64 (-10) 
Signif. (.95) (.45) (.87) 
(.43) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.59 0.82 (.98) 
0.67 0.63 (.29) 
0.53 0.57 (.30) 
0.50 0.64 (.68) 
0.59 0.64 (.34) 
0.50 0.82 (.99) 
Overall Kean = .61 
F = 1.50; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Growth BUs in Canada 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.40 0.50 (.37) 
Broad 0.80 0.25 (.84) 
Signif. (.84) (.63) (.40) 
(.76) 
High Cost 
0.50 0.62 (.34) 
0.75 0.90 (.49) 
Signif. (.49) (.91) (.85) 
(.39) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.40 0.50 (.26) 
0.80 0.75 (.13) 
0.50 0.62 (.51) 
0.25 0.90 (.96) 
0.40 0.90 (.97) 
0.25 0.50 (.49) 
Overall Mean » .60 
F = 1.38; Signif. < .90 
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Stable Environment/Growth BUs in Canada 
Averages in Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.40 0.43 (.11) 
Broad 0.00 0.00 (.00) 
Signif. (.99) (.99) (.98) 
(.99) 
High Cost 
0.75 0.48 (.69) 
0.25 0.60 (.75) 
Signif. (.76) (.48) (.40) 
(.61) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.40 0.75 (.75) 
0.00 0.25 (.96) 
0.43 0.48 (.22) 
0.00 0.60 (.95) 
0.10 0.60 (.61) 
0.00 0.75 (.76) 
Overall Mean = .42 
F = 1.55; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Growth BUs in Canada 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.40 0.50 (.37) 
Broad 0.80 0.50 (.61) 
Signif. (.84) (.00) (.26) 
(.76) 
High Cost 
0.50 0.48 (.07) 
0.25 0.70 (.85) 
Signif. (.49) (.75) (.50) 
(.61) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.40 0.50 (.26) 
0.80 0.25 (•84) 
0.50 0.48 (.11) 
0.50 0.70 (.50) 
0.40 0.70 (.80) 
0.50 0.50 (.00) 
Overall Mean • .51 
F • .65; Signif. < .90 
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Stable Environment/Growth BUs in Canada 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.10 0.07 (.19) 
Broad 0.20 0.00 (.97) 
Signif. (.38) (1.00) (1.00) 
(.53) 
High Cost 
0.00 0.14 (1.00) 
0.00 0.10 (1.00) 
Signif. (.00) (.26) (1.00) 
(1.00) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.10 0.00 (1.00) 
0.20 0.00 (.97) 
0.07 0.14 (.49) 
0.00 0.10 (1.00) 
0.10 0.10 (.00) 
0.00 0.00 (.00) 
Overall Mean = .10 
F = .33; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Growth BUs in Canada 
Averages of Development Time for New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.60 0.50 (.37) 
Broad 1.00 0.75 (.81) 
Signif. (.97) (.63) (.40) 
(.99) 
High Cost 
0.75 0.43 (.76) 
1.00 0.40 (.98) 
Signif. (.76) (.12) (.75) 
(.99) 
Interlevel Effects S1gn1f. 
0.60 0.75 (.40) 
1.00 1.00 (.00) 
0.50 0.43 (.32) 
0.75 0.40 (.75) 
0.60 0.40 (.61) 
0.75 0.75 (.00) 
Overall Mean * .57 
F - 1.66; Signif < .90 
stable Environment/Mature BUs in Canada 
Averages of Product/Process Mix 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.38 0.48 (.85) 
Broad 0.42 0.61 (.82) 
Signif. (.33) (.73) (.95) 
(.46) 
High Cost 
0.52 0.37 (.95) 
0.53 0.66 (.70) 
Signif. (.04) (1.00) (.79) 
(.90) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.38 0.52 (.92) 
0.42 0.53 (.62) 
0.48 0.37 (.90) 
0.61 0.66 (.28) 
0.38 0.66 (.99) 
0.61 0.52 (.52) 
Overall Mean = .46 
F « 2.15; Signif. = .95 
stable Environment/Mature BUs in Canada 
Averages of Order of Market Entry 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.41 0.56 (.96) 
Broad 0.26 0.43 (.82) 
Signif. (.88) (.74) (.15) 
(1.00) 
High Cost 
0.43 0.51 (.69) 
0.32 0.50 (.85) 
Signif. (.69) (.08) (.49) 
(.94) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.41 0.43 (.15) 
0.26 0.32 (.44) 
0.56 0.51 (.57) 
0.43 0.50 (.36) 
0.41 0.50 (.60) 
0.43 0.43 (.04) 
Overall Mean » .46 
F = 2.12; Signif. = .95 
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Stable Environment/Hature BUs in Canada 
Averages of R&D Intensity 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif 
Narrow 0.21 0.28 (.70) 
Broad 0.26 0.48 (.90) 
Signif. (.39) (.93) (.98) 
(.17) 
High Cost 
0.22 0.31 (.76) 
0.32 0.75 (1.00) 
Signif. (.71) (1.00) (1.00) 
(-15) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.21 0.22 (.11) 
0.26 0.32 (.44) 
0.28 0.31 (.34) 
0.48 0.75 (-95) 
0.21 0.75 (1.00) 
0.48 0.22 (.97) 
Overall Kean * .31 
F « 5.95; Signif. .99 
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Stable Environment/Mature BUs in Canada 
Averages of Proprietorship 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.02 0.05 (.57) 
Broad 0.10 0.13 (.30) 
Signif. (.86) (.81) (.92) 
(.67) 
High Cost 
0.02 0.05 (.79) 
0.03 0.00 (1.00) 
Signif. (.33 (1.00) (1.00) 
(.42) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.02 0.02 (.30) 
0.10 0.03 (.75) 
0.05 0.05 (.12) 
0.13 0.00 (1.00) 
0.02 0.00 (1.00) 
0.13 0.02 (.95) 
Overall Mean *= .04 
F = 1.44; Signif. < .90 
stable Environment/Mature BUs in Canada 
Averages of Development Time for New Products 
Low Cost 
Low Difft. High Difft. Signif. 
Narrow 0.71 0.55 (.98) 
Broad 0.71 0.35 (.99) 
Signif. (.02) (.92) (1.00) 
(.90) 
High Cost 
0.78 0.64 (.93) 
0.76 0.56 (.91) 
Signif. (.12) (.58) (.96) 
(.82) 
Interlevel Effects Signif. 
0.71 0.78 (.62) 
0.71 0.76 (.38) 
0.55 0.64 (.84) 
0.35 0.56 (.88) 
0.71 0.56 (.86) 
0.35 0.78 (1.00) 
Overall Mean » .64 
F = 3.48; Signif. = .99 
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SUMMARY RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES 1 
SC GROW/STABL MAT/STABL GROW/TURBL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CAN 
X . • • • • 
2:1 Y Y Y Y 
1:3 N • • 
1:4 Y N N N N 
1:6 
6:1 
1:8 N N N 
2:3 Y 
2:4 
2:6 Y 
6:2 Y 
2:8 
4:3 Y Y 
3:4 Y 
6:3 
6:4 
6:8 N Y N 
8:3 
3:8 
8:4 Y • • 
4:8 
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SUMMARY RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES 2 
SC MAT/STABL MAT/FERTL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CANADA 
2:1 Y ♦ • Y 
2:3 Y Y Y 
2:4 , Y Y Y 
4:2 • • 
2:6 Y 
6:2 
2:8 
8:2 
4:1 N 
4:3 
4:6 
6:4 
4:8 
8:4 
6:1 
6:3 
6:8 
8:6 
8:1 N 
8:3 • • 
1:3 Y 
3:1 
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SUMMARY RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES 3 
SC GROW/STABL MAT/STABL GROW/TURBL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CAN 
2:1 • • Y Y Y • ♦ 
2:3 • • • « • • • • 
2:4 • • Y • • 
4:2 Y Y 
2:6 • • • • 
6:2 • • • • 
2:8 • • • • 
8:2 • • • • 
4:1 Y Y Y 
4:3 Y Y 
4:6 • • 
6:4 • • 
4:8 • • 
8:4 Y Y 
6:1 • • 
6:3 « • 
6:8 • • 
8:6 Y Y Y 
8:1 Y Y Y Y 
8:3 • • • • • « • • 
1:3 • • • • • • • • • # 
3:1 • • • • Y Y • • 
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SUMMARY RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES 4 
SC MAT/STABL GROW/TURBL MAT/TURBL MAT/STABL/CANADA 
C. X 
2:3 
• • 
• • 
• « 
• • • • 
2:4 • • 
4:2 Y Y 
2:6 • • Y 
6:2 Y 
2:8 • • 
8:2 • • 
4:1 Y Y 
4:3 
4:6 
6:4 
4:8 Y 
8:4 
6:1 
6:3 N 
6:8 Y 
8:6 • • 
8:1 N 
8:3 • • • • 
1:3 • • • • 
3:1 
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SUMMARY RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES 5 
SC MAT/STABL MAT/FERTL MAT/STABL/CANADA 
2;1 Y Y Y 
2:3 
2:4 
4:2 .. .. Y 
2:6 Y Y Y 
6:2 
2:8 
8:2 
4:1 
4:3 
4:6 
6:4 
4:8 
8:4 
6:1 
6:3 
6:8 
8:6 
8:1 
8:3 
1:3 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
Y 
3:1 
APPENDIX E 
STRATEGIC CONFIGURATIONS LINKS WITH 
TECHNOLOGICAL STRATEGY DIMENSIONS 
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Most of the results described below are complete for the five 
dependent variables, when comparing BUs in their mature stage, and 
between stable and turbulent technological conditions. All BUs are in 
the mature stage of their product life cycle, unless stated otherwise. 
Results for Canada are only for BUs in their mature stage under stable 
technological conditions. 
Within a Narrow Focus. Low Cost Competitive Strategy. BUs 
Following a Strategy of High Differentiation (SC:21 versus 
BUs Following a Strategy of Low Differentiation (SC:11 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:2, relative to BUs in SC:1, emphasize either product or 
process development, are leaders in their market, with high R&D 
intensity, high proprietorship, and low development time for new 
products. 
BUs in SC:1, relative to BUs in SC:2, emphasize either product or 
process development, are followers in their market, with low R&D 
intensity, low proprietorship, and high development time for new 
products. 
Results 
1. In both stable and turbulent technological conditions BUs in SC:2 
emphasized product innovation and BUs in SC:1 emphasized process 
innovation. 
2. BUs when in the growth stage of their product life cycle, had no 
difference in emphasis in their product/process mix under stable 
technological conditions. However, under turbulent technological 
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conditions, BUs in their growth stage, emphasized product innovation in 
SC:2 and process innovation in SC:1. 
3. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs were leaders in their 
markets in SC:2, and followers in their markets for SC:1. The same 
distinction held for BUs in Canada under stable conditions. However, 
under fertile conditions, there was no significant difference in the 
order of market entry, for BUs between SC 2:1. 
4. In a stable environment, BUs in Canada and the U.S. had no 
difference in levels of proprietorship between SC:2 and SC:1. However, 
under turbulent conditions, BUs in SC:2 had a high level of 
proprietorship in contrast to BUs in SC:1. 
5. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs had high R&D intensity 
in SC:2, and low R&D intensity in SC:1. There was no significant 
difference for BUs in Canada between SC 2:1. BUs in their growth stage 
and under turbulent conditions had high R&D intensity in SC:2 and low 
R&D intensity in SC:1. Whereas BUs in their growth stage and under 
stable conditions had no significant difference in their R&D intensity 
between SC 2:1. 
6. BUs under stable and fertile conditions had low development time 
for new products in SC:2, and high development time for new products in 
SC:1. The same distinction held for BUs in Canada under stable 
conditions. 
Within a Low Cost Competitive Strategy. BUs Following a 
Strategy of High Differentiation and Narrow Focus (SC:21 
versus BUs Following a Strategy of Low Differentiation and 
Broad Focus ($C:3) 
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Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:2, relative to BUs in SC:3, emphasize product innovation, 
are leaders in their markets, with high R&D intensity, high 
proprietorship, and low development time for new products. 
BUs in SC:3, relative to BUs in SC:2, emphasize process innovation, 
are followers in their markets, with low R&D intensity, low 
proprietorship, and high development time for new products. 
Results 
1. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in their product/process mix. The same result held for BUs 
in Canada. 
However, BUs in their growth stage under turbulent conditions, 
emphasized product innovation in SC:2, and process innovation in SC:3. 
BUs in their growth stage under stable conditions showed no significant 
difference between SC 2:3. 
2. Under stable, fertile and turbulent conditions, BUs were leaders 
in their markets in SC:2, and followers in their markets in SC:3. The 
same result held for BUs in Canada. 
3. There was no significant difference in R&D intensity for BUs 
between SC 2:3. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
4. There was no significant difference in levels of proprietorship 
for BUs between SC 2:3. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
5. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and U.S., had low 
development time for new products in SC:2, and high development time for 
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new products in SC:3. There was no significant difference under fertile 
conditions. 
Within a Low Cost. High Differentiation Competitive Strategy. 
BUs Following a Narrow Focus Strategy (SC:2) versus BUs Following 
a Broad Focus Strategy (SC:41 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:2, relative to BUs in SC:4, emphasize product innovation, 
are either leaders or followers in their market, have either high or low 
R&D intensity, have either high or low proprietorship, and have either 
low or high development time for new products. 
BUs in SC:4, relative to BUs in SC:2, emphasize process innovation, 
are either leaders or followers in their market, have either high or low 
R&D intensity, have either high or low proprietorship, and have either 
low or high development time for new products. 
Results 
1. There was no significant difference in the product/proces's mix 
for BUs between SC 2:4, under both stable and turbulent technological 
conditions. 
2. Under both stable and turbulent conditions, BUs were leaders in 
their markets in SC:2 and followers in their markets in SC:4. 
3. There was no significant difference between high and low R&D 
intensity under both stable and turbulent conditions between SC 2:4. 
However, for BUs in their growth stage and under turbulent conditions, 
SC:2 had high R&D intensity, and SC:4 had low R&D intensity. 
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4. Under stable conditions, BUs had low proprietorship in SC:2, and 
high proprietorship in SC:4. There was no significant difference under 
turbulent conditions between SC 2:4. 
5. Under stable and fertile conditions there was no significant 
difference between SC 2:4 for development time for new products. 
However, Canadian BUs had low development time in SC:2 and high 
development time in SC:4. 
Within a Broad Focus. Low Cost Competitive Strategy. BUs 
Following a Low Differentiation Strategy (SC:31 versus BUs 
Following a High Differentiation Strategy (SC:41 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:3, relative to BUs in SC:4 emphasize either product 
innovation or process innovation, are followers in their markets, with 
low R&D intensity, low proprietorship and high development time for new 
products. 
BUs in SC:4, relative to BUs in SC:3, emphasize either product 
innovation or process innovation, are leaders in their markets, with 
high R&D intensity, high proprietorship and low development time for new 
products. 
Results 
1. Under stable conditions, Canadian and U.S. BUs in SC:3 had 
greater emphasis on process innovation, and BUs in SC:4 had greater 
emphasis on product innovation. However, for BUs in the growth stage of 
their life cycle, this emphasis was reversed. BUs in SC:3 had greater 
emphasis on product innovation, and BUs in SC:4 had greater emphasis on 
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product innovation. Under turbulent conditions, for BUs in both their 
growth and mature stages, there was no significant difference in their 
product/process mix. 
2. Under stable and turbulent conditions, there was no significant 
difference in the order of market entry for BUs between SC 3:4. 
However, Canadian BUs were leaders in their markets in SC:4 and 
followers in their markets in SC:3. 
3. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and the U.S. had low R&D 
intensity in SC:3 and high R&D intensity in SC:4. There was no 
significant difference in R&D intensity under turbulent conditions 
between SC 4:3. 
4. There was no significant difference in the levels of 
proprietorship under stable nor turbulent conditions. 
5. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and the U.S., had low 
development time for new products in SC:4, and high development time for 
new products in SC:3. There was no significant difference under fertile 
conditions between SC 4:3. 
Within a Low Cost. Low Differentiation Competitive Strategy. 
BUs Following a Narrow Focus Strategy (SC:11 versus BUs 
Following a Broad Focus Strategy ($C;3) 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:1, relative to BUs in SC:3, emphasize product innovation, 
are either leaders or followers in their markets, have high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low levels of proprietorship, and have low or high 
development time for new products. 
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BUs in SC:3, relative to BUs in SC:1, emphasize process innovation, 
are either leaders or followers in their markets, have high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low levels of proprietorship, and have low or high 
development time for new products. 
Results 
1. Contrary to what was hypothesized, BUs under stable conditions 
emphasized process innovation in SC:1 and product innovation in SC:3. 
Canadian BUs had no significant difference in emphasis between SC 1:3. 
Under turbulent conditions, there was no significant difference in the 
product/process mix between SC 1:3. 
2. BUs under stable and turbulent conditions had no significant 
difference in the order of their market entry. The same results held 
for BUs in Canada. However, under fertile conditions, BUs were leaders 
in their markets in SC:1, and followers in their markets in SC:3. 
3. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and U.S., had no 
significant difference in their levels of R&D intensity between SC 1:3. 
Under turbulent conditions however, BUs in their growth and mature 
stages, had high R&D intensity in SC:3 and low R&D intensity in SC:1. 
4. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and U.S. had high levels 
of proprietorship in SC:3 and low levels of proprietorship in SC:1. 
There was no significant difference under turbulent conditions between 
SC 1:3. 
5. Under stable conditions, BUs had low development time for new 
products in SC:1, and high development time for new products in SC:3. 
There was no significant difference for BUs in Canada between SC 1:3. 
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There was no significant difference under fertile conditions between SC 
1:3. 
Within a Low Cost Competitive Strategy. BUs Following a Low 
Differentiation and a Narrow Focus Strategy (SC:11 versus BUs 
Following a High Differentiation and a Broad Focus Strategy (SC:4K 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:1, relative to BUs in SC:4 emphasize product innovation, 
are followers in their markets, have low R&D intensity, low levels of 
proprietorship, and have high development time for new products. 
BUs in SC:4, relative to BUs in SC:1, emphasize process innovation, 
are leaders in their markets, have high R&D intensity, high levels of 
proprietorship, and have high development time for new products. 
Results 
1. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in their 
product/process mix did not conform to what was hypothesized. In SC:1, 
BUs emphasized process innovation, and BUs in SC:4 emphasized product 
innovation. The same result held for BUs in Canada under stable 
conditions. 
BUs in their growth stage and under turbulent conditions also showed 
the same emphasis. In SC:1 the emphasis was on process innovation, and 
in SC:4 the emphasis was on product innovation. However, for BUs in 
their growth stage and under stable conditions, the emphasis was 
reversed and conformed to what was hypothesized. In SC:1 the emphasis 
was on product innovation and in SC:4 the emphasis was on process 
innovation. 
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2. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in the order of market entry between SC 1:4. The same result 
held for Canada. 
However, under fertile conditions, BUs did not conform to what was 
hypothesized. BUs in SC:1 were leaders in their markets, and BUs in 
SC:4 were followers in their markets. 
3. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs had high R&D intensity 
in SC:4 and low R&D intensity in SC:1. BUs in Canada had the same 
result. However, there was no significant difference in levels of R&D 
intensity for BUs in their growth stage and under stable nor turbulent 
conditions. 
4. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in SC:4 had high 
proprietorship, and BUs in SC:1 had low proprietorship. BUs in Canada 
had no significant difference between SC 4:1. 
BUs in their growth stage and under turbulent conditions showed no 
significant difference in levels of proprietorship between SC 4:1. 
5. Under stable and fertile conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in development time for new products between SC 4:1. 
However, BUs in Canada under stable conditions contrary to the 
hypothesis, had low development time for new products in SC:1 and high 
development time for new products in SC:4. 
Within the Competitive Strategy of Narrow Focus. BUs Following a 
Strategy of Low Cost and Low Differentiation (SCI) versus BUs 
Following a Strategy of Hiah Cost and High Differentiation (SC6) 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:1, relative to BUs in SC:6, emphasize either product or 
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process innovation, are followers in their markets, have low R&D 
intensity, low proprietorship, and high development time for new 
products. 
BUs in SC:6, relative to BUs in SC:1, emphasize either product or 
process innovation, are leaders in their markets, have high R&D 
intensity, high proprietorship, and low development time for new 
products. 
Results 
1. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in their product/process mix between SC 1:6. The same result 
held for BUs in Canada. The same result held when BUs were in the 
growth stage of their life cycle. 
2. Under stable, fertile and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no 
significant difference in the order of market entry between SC 1:6. The 
same result held for BUs in Canada. 
3. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in either growth stage 
or mature stage showed no significant difference in their levels of R&D 
intensity between SC 1:6. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
4. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in levels of proprietorship between SC 1:6. The same result 
held for BUs in Canada. 
5. Under stable and fertile conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in levels of development time for new products between SC 
1:6. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
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Within a Narrow Focus and High Differentiation Competitive Strategy. 
BUs Following a Strategy of Low Cost ISC:2) versus BUs 
Following a Strategy of High Cost ($C:6) 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:2, relative to BUs in SC:6 (and BUs in SC:6, relative to 
BUs in SC:2), ecphasize either product or process innovation, are either 
leaders or followers in their aarkets, high or low levels of R&D, high 
or low levels of proprietorship, and have either low or high development 
tine for new products. 
Results 
1. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in their product/process aix between SC:2 and SC:6. However, 
BUs in Canada showed an emphasis in product innovation in SC:2, and in 
process innovation in SC:6. 
BUs in their growth stage and under stable conditions, showed an 
emphasis in product innovation in SC:6, and in process innovation in 
SC:2. 
2. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and in U.S., showed no 
significance difference in the order of their market entry. However, 
under turbulent conditions, BUs were leaders in their markets in SC:2, 
and followers in their markets in SC:6. 
Under fertile conditions, BUs showed no significant difference in 
the order of their market entry. 
3. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in their growth stage 
and in their mature stage, showed no significant difference in the 
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levels of R&D intensity between SC:2 and SC:6. The same result held for 
BUs in Canada. 
4. Under stable conditions, BUs had a high level of proprietorship 
in SC:6, and a low level of proprietorship in SC:2. The emphasis was 
reversed under turbulent conditions. BUs had a high level of 
proprietorship in SC:6, and a low level of proprietorship in SC:2. 
Under turbulent conditions, BUs in their growth stage, showed no 
significant difference in their levels of proprietorship between SC;2 
and SC:6. 
There was no significant difference for BUs in Canada between the 
two strategic configurations. 
5. Under stable and fertile conditions, BUs had a low development 
time for new products in SC:2, and a high development time for new 
products in SC:6. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
BUs Following a Competitive Strategy of Low Cost. Broad Focus and Low 
Differentiation ($C:31 versus BUs Following a Competitive Strategy of 
High Cost. Narrow Focus and High Differentiation (SC:61 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:6, relative to BUs in SC:3, emphasize product innovation, 
are leaders in their markets, have high R&D intensity, high 
proprietorship and, low development time for new products. 
BUs in SC:3, relative to BUs in SC:6, emphasize process innovation, 
are followers in their markets, have low R&D intensity, low 
proprietorship, and high development time for new products. 
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Results 
The results for all five dependent variables showed no significant 
difference between the two strategic configurations. 
Except, under turbulent conditions, for BUs in their growth stage, the 
hypothesis on the levels of proprietorship was reversed. In SC:6, BUs 
had low level of proprietorship, and in SC:3, BUs had a high level of 
proprietorship. 
Within a Competitive Strategy of High Differentiation. BUs Following 
a Strategy of Low Cost and Broad Focus ($C:41 versus BUs 
Following a Strategy of High Cost and Narrow Focus f$C:6) 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:6, relative to BUs in SC:4, emphasize product innovation, 
are leaders or followers in their markets, have high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low proprietorship, and low or high development time 
for new products. 
BUs in SC:4, relative to BUs in SC:6, emphasize process innovation, 
are leaders or followers in their markets, have high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low proprietorship, and low or high development time 
for new products. 
Results 
The results for all five dependent variables showed no significant 
difference between the two strategic configurations. 
Within a Competitive Strategy of High Cost and High Differentiation,,, 
BUs Following a Strategy of Narrow Focus ($C:6) versus BUs Following 
a Strategy of Broad Focus (SC:8) 
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Hypotheses 
BUs in SC;6, relative to BUs in SC:8, emphasize product innovation, 
are leaders or followers in their markets, have high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low proprietorship, and low or high development time 
for new products. 
BUs in SC:8, relative to BUs in SC:6, emphasize process innovation, 
are leaders or followers in their markets, have high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low proprietorship, and low or high development time 
for new products. 
Results 
1. Under stable conditions, BUs in Canada and U.S. emphasized 
product innovation in SC:8 and process innovation in SC:6. This was the 
reverse of what was hypothesized. Under turbulent conditions, BUs 
showed no significant difference in their product/process mix between SC 
6:8. 
Under stable conditions, BUs in their growth stage showed no 
significant difference in their product/process mix between SC:6 and 
SC:8. However, under turbulent conditions, BUs in their growth stage, 
emphasized product innovation in SC:6, and process innovation in SC:8. 
2. Under stable, fertile and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no 
significant difference in the order of their market entry between SC:6 
and SC:8. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
3. Under stable conditions, BUs in their growth and mature stages, 
had high R&D intensity in SC:8, and low R&D intensity in SC:6. The same 
result held for BUs in Canada. 
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Under turbulent conditions, BUs in their growth and mature stages, 
showed no significant difference in the levels of R&D intensity between 
SC:6 and SC:8. 
4. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in their levels of proprietorship between SC:6 and SC:8. The 
same result held for BUs in Canada. 
However, under turbulent conditions, BUs in their growth stage, had 
high proprietorship in SC:6, and low proprietorship in SC:8. 
5. Under stable and fertile conditions, BUs had low development time 
for new products in SC:8, and high development time for new products in 
SC:6. For BUs in Canada, there was no significant difference between 
SC:6 and SC:8. 
BUs Following a Competitive Strategy of Low Cost. Low Differentiation 
and Narrow Focus (SC:11 versus BUs Following a Competitive Strategy 
of High Cost. High Differentiation and Broad Focus (SC:81 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:1, relative to BUs in SC:8, emphasize product innovation, 
are followers in their markets, with low R&D intensity, low 
proprietorship, and high development time for new products. 
BUs in SC:8, relative to BUs in SC:1, emphasize process innovation, 
are leaders in their markets, with high R&D intensity, high 
proprietorship, and low development time for new products. 
Results 
1. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs emphasized process 
innovation in SC:1, and product innovation in SC:8. This was the 
reverse of what was hypothesized. The same result held for BUs in 
Canada. 
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Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in their growth stage, 
showed no significant difference in their product/process mix between SC 
1:8. 
2. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in their order or market entry between SC 8:1. The same 
result held for BUs in Canada. 
However, under fertile conditions, BUs showed a reversal of what was 
hypothesized. BUs in SC:8 were leaders in their markets, and BUs in 
SC:1 were followers in their markets. 
3. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs had high R&D intensity 
in SC:8, and low R&D intensity in SC:1. The same result held for BUs in 
Canada. 
BUs in their growth stage and under stable conditions, had high R&D 
intensity in SC:8, and low R&D intensity in SC:1. However, BUs in their 
growth stage and under turbulent conditions showed no significant 
difference in levels of R&D intensity between SC 8:1. 
4. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs showed no significant 
difference in their levels of proprietorship between SC 8:1. The same 
result held for BUs in Canada. 
However, for BUs in their growth stage under turbulent conditions 
showed results that were the reverse from what was hypothesized. BUs in 
SC:8 had high proprietorship, and BUs in SC:1 had low proprietorship. 
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5. Under stable and fertile conditions, BUs had low development time 
for new products in SC:8, and high development time for new products in 
SC:1. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
Within a Competitive Strategy of High Differentiation. BUs Following 
a Strategy of Low Cost and Narrow Focus ($C:21 versus BUs Following 
a Strategy of High Cost and Broad Focus (SC;81 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:2, relative to BUs in SC:8, emphasize product innovation, 
are leaders or followers in their markets, with high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low proprietorship, and high or low development time 
for new products. 
BUs in SC:8, relative to BUs in SC:2, emphasize process innovation, 
are leaders or followers in their markets, with high or low R&D 
intensity, high or low proprietorship, and high or low development time 
for new products. 
Results 
The results showed no significant difference for BUs between SC:2 
and SC:8 on all five dependent variables. 
Within a Competitive Strategy of Broad Focus. BUs Following a 
Strategy of Low Cost and Low Differentiation ($C:31 versus BUs 
Following a Strategy of Hiah Cost and High Differentiation (SC:8) 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:3, relative to BUs in SC:8, emphasize either product or 
process innovation, are followers in their markets, with low R&D 
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intensity, low proprietorship, and high development time for new 
products. 
BUs in SC:8, relative to BUs in SC:3, emphasize either product or 
process innovation, are leaders in their markets, with high R&D 
intensity, high proprietorship, and low development time for new 
products. 
Results 
BUs showed no significant difference between SC:3 and SC:8 on all 
five dependent variables. 
Within a Competitive Strategy of High Differentiation and Broad 
Focus. BUs Following a Strategy of Low Cost (SC:41 versus BUs 
Following a Strategy of High Cost (SC:8) 
Hypotheses 
BUs in SC:4, relative to BUs in SC:8, emphasize either product or 
process innovation, are either leaders or followers in their markets, 
with either high or low R&D intensity, high or low proprietorship, and 
high or low development time for new products. 
Results 
1. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in SC:4 and BUs in 
SC:8 showed no significant difference in their product/process mix. The 
same result held for BUs in Canada. 
However, BUs in their growth stage under stable conditions, 
emphasized product innovation in SC:8 and process innovation in SC:4. 
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BUs in their growth stage under turbulent conditions had no significant 
difference in their product/process mix. 
2. There was no significant difference in the order of market entry 
for BUs in SC:4 and SC:8. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
3. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in SC:4 and BUs in 
SC:8 showed no significant difference in their levels of R&D intensity. 
However, BUs in Canada had high R&D intensity in SC:8, and low R&O 
intensity in SC:4. 
BUs in their growth stage under stable conditions, had high R&D 
intensity in SC:8 and low R&D intensity in SC:4. BUs in their growth 
stage under turbulent conditions showed no significant difference in 
their levels of R&D intensity. 
4. Under stable and turbulent conditions, BUs in SC:4 and BUs in 
SC:8, showed no significant difference in their levels of 
proprietorship. The same result held for BUs in Canada. 
However, BUs in their growth stage under turbulent conditions showed 
high proprietorship in SC:4, and low proprietorship in SC:8. 
5. Under stable and fertile conditions, BUs in SC:4 and BUs in SC:8 
showed no significant difference in their development time for new 
products. BUs in Canada had high development time for new products in 
SC;8, and low development time for new products in SC:4. 
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